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STEINBEIS: A PLATFORM FOR SUCCESS
The platform provided by Steinbeis makes us a reliable partner for 
company startups and projects. We provide support to people and or-
ganizations, not only in science and academia, but also in business. Our 
aim is to leverage the know-how derived from research, development, 
consulting, and training projects and to transfer this knowledge into 
application – with a clear focus on entrepreneurial practice. 

Our platform has now resulted in the foundation of more than 

2,000 ENTERPRISES.

The result is a network spanning more than 6,000 EXPERTS in appro-
ximately 1,100 BUSINESS ENTERPRISES – working on more than 
10,000 CLIENT PROJECTS every year. 

Our network provides professional support to enterprises and emp-
loyees in acquiring competence, thus securing success in the face of 
competition. 

And our network continues to expand. To find out more about recently 
founded Steinbeis enterprises and who to contact, go to 

  WWW.STEINBEIS.DE > AKTUELLES
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Sustainability is one of the most important guiding principles of our time. The goal: to preserve 
the ability of systems to regenerate themselves and thus continually – i.e. today and tomorrow – 
answer the needs of humanity. Discussion regarding sustainability first arose in the field of fo-
restry, fueled further in the 1980s by an international enquiry commission’s publication of the 
Brundtland Report and the Club of Rome. In 1992, Agenda 21 was published following the United 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro and finally, in 2015, 17 
sustainable development goals were ratified by the UN as part of Agenda 2030 – including 169 
subgoals and 232 global indicators (as of July 2017). Three pillars were laid down for ensuring the 
goals foster development around the world in a way that is environmentally compatible, socially 
just, and economically efficient. The German Federal Government’s sustainability strategy is 
based closely on Agenda 2030.

The guiding principle of sustainability is becoming increasingly important for many people in 
their everyday lives. The products and services we demand should be produced and made avai-
lable in a sustainable way. We want the work we carry out on behalf of enterprises to be meaning-
ful. Accordingly, companies increasingly gauge themselves by the extent to which they pursue 
sustainability goals and operate in a way that is not only economic and effective, but also environ-
mentally friendly and socially responsible. Furthermore, it’s important to manage firms in ways 
that are sustainable in the long term. Sustainability management transcends a number of tasks 
pertinent to internal and external communication.

Speaking for myself, I have dedicated the research, development, and advisory services I have 
carried out for companies through the University of Kassel, Fraunhofer, and Steinbeis to an im-
portant subgoal of sustainability: the energy transition – shifting to renewables as a source of 
energy. This has involved considering the electricity, thermal energy, and transportation indus-
tries. Essentially, it’s about electrification of the thermal energy and transportation industries, in 
order to use photovoltaic equipment and wind turbines for energy supplies across all sectors of 
industry. An important prerequisite for this is a cost-efficient and robust infrastructure. Aside 
from focusing on energy provision, sustainability includes other aspects, too. This edition of 
Transfer Magazine shows the many ways in which the experts at Steinbeis have been involved in 
the guiding principles of sustainability in the work they carry out for their projects. I do hope it 
makes an interesting read!

With kind regards,

DEAR READERS,

MARTIN BRAUN
martin.braun@stw.de

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Martin Braun has held the chair of Energy Management and Pow-
er System Operation at the University of Kassel since 2012. He is also director 
of the department of Planning and Operation of the Future Power System at the 
Fraunhofer Institute for Energy Economics and Energy System Technology 
(Fraunhofer IEE). In addition to his work at the university and Fraunhofer, in 
2017 he founded the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Renewable Energy Systems, 
which offers development and consulting services against a backdrop of the 
transition to alternative energy sources.

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2071
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SUSTAINABILITY



SUSTAINABILITY, a term many immediately associate with environmental 
protection, renewable energy, and recycling. But sustainability is about much 
more: Sustainable ACTION means thinking about the FUTURE IMPACT of what 
we do – so sustainability is omnipresent, dovetailing ECONOMIC, ENVIRON-
MENTAL, and SOCIAL ASPECTS and thus transcending all areas of modern  
life. This is captured in a nutshell by the PRINCIPLE OF SUSTAINABILITY: We 
should not use more than can be grown, regenerated, or made available again 
in the future. What this means in practice and how to make a success of sus-
tainability, is demonstrated by the projects of our STEINBEIS EXPERTS in a 
variety of sectors of industry.

© istockphoto.com/robertsrob
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“WE HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO  
ENCORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY 
WITHIN COMPANIES AS A KEY  
SUCCESS FACTOR”
AN INTERVIEW WITH ALMUT KAUPP, DIRECTOR OF STEINBEIS CONSULTING CENTER 
FOR INTERNATIONAL MARKETING & SUSTAINABILITY

Climate goals, scarce resources, but 
also the protection of human and labor 
rights are the responsibility of compa-
nies and workers alike. An ecosystem 
is only stable if the rate of natural re-
production is taken into account, as 
well as capacities to use and regenera-
te resources. If these limitations are 
not considered, conditions become un-
stable endangering the continued exis-
tence of the overall system. Steinbeis 
expert Almut Kaupp spoke to TRANS-
FER about the different ways sustaina-
bility management can help companies 
to avoid such circumstances, and how 
to make this happen in practice.

Hello Ms. Kaupp. Sustainability ma-
nagement is one of those buzzwords, 
but what’s in it for a company?

The term “sustainability management” 
presupposes that a company is pursuing 
sustainable development and has decla-
red that corporate social responsibility is 
part of its strategic orientation. Thus 
sustainability management is the outco-
me of an ethical and responsible attitude 
taken by a company. In broad terms that 
means a company is managed in such a 
way that it can survive in the long term, 
while making careful use of economic, 
environmental, and social resources.

In individual terms, this affects four 
areas: The society, the business enter-
prises, the market, and the environ-

ment. All these should be part of ma-
king a contribution to positive, 
sustainable developments in society. 
Conscious of this, doing business re-
sponsibly requires long-term business 
planning. This entails several factors, 
one of which is setting up sustainability 
management within the company and 
instilling it within the organization. This 
includes tangible, financial, informal, 
and cognitive resources, as well as per-
manent contact with stakeholders – so 
the organization is prepared in process 
terms for growth in the market and the 
environment. Other essential aspects 
are continuous sustainability reports 
for internal transparency, commitment, 
and last but not least a focus on sustai-
nability in all areas across and within 
the company operations. A sustainable 
focus with a healthy sustainability ma-
nagement helps secure the long-term 
future of the company and the mainte-
nance and growth of sales. It also en-
hances resource efficiency in all areas 
of the business.

What factors are important for a 
company entering into sustainability 
management?

As mentioned, sustainability manage-
ment primarily presupposes some le-
vel of identification within the corpo-
rate philosophy, so it means laying 
down corresponding guidelines to 
provide a framework and code of con-

duct for sustainability management. 
We base the work we carry out at my 
Steinbeis Consulting Center on a ho-
listic approach: An enterprise is con-
sidered as a whole, embedded within a 
micro- and macro-economic context. 
We conduct workshops with a mixture 
of employees from different depart-
ments and positions to derive the very 
essence of a company and develop the 
corporate philosophy from the inside 
out. What are the properties that defi-
ne the substance of this company? 
What’s its DNA? What’s already done 
in terms of the constituents of sustai-
nability? And what are the underlying 
motivations?

There are the stakeholder surveys that 
look at the overall field of influence of 
the company. Starting with the emp-
loyees and looking at the customers, 
the suppliers, the local communities, 
where the company is headquartered, 
the investors and so on. A picture of 
the company is drawn, which “holds a 
mirror” to its social context. From the 
goals that have been worked and the 
existing commitments – and I’m sure 
that most SMEs are already involved in 
sustainable activities in many areas – 
a sustainability roadmap is dressed 
up, which is used as a basis for the 
sustainability management and to en-
sure its realization. We have to scale 
off the “silo mentality” whereby isola-
ted sustainable measures are restric-
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ted to only certain parts of a business 
and have to focus more on holistic 
operational implementation, which al-
so cover external factors and interna-
tional areas.

Sustainability and globalization – how 
can these two seemingly irreconcilable 
aspects be brought together?

This is a good question, especially 
when considering that globalization – 
as a basic condition of export – seems 
to be responsible for the non-sustaina-
ble conditions we are living in. Despite 
this, I don’t think we should start ship-
ping our parcels to Russia on bicycles. 
I would even suggest that exports and 
internationalization are an opportunity 
and an obligation for us to “export” and 
implement our ethical parameters and 
standards internationally (round the 
world). As already applied in the parti-
culars of the export controls, which in-
clude provisions on complying with 
sanctions and anti-terrorism regulati-
ons, these set important international 
standards.

But it’s also important to consider the 
value chain. Since our international 
procurement management offers ma-
ny options to act in a sustainable way. 
Now there are a lot, who say that they 
might not be able to introduce control 
mechanisms along to the very last sup-
plier. Here I have to disagree. Every 
company acting on the international 
floor already has implemented proces-
ses concerning the calculation of the 
goods origin. You might see, that it’s 
easy to adapt these processes in order 
to safeguard sustainability. With re-
gard to the international business my 
suggestion is to apply more favorable 
customs rates to sustainably produced 
goods. This should promote the pro-
tection of human rights, the occupatio-
nal safety, the recyclability, and the 
production that conserves resources 
and should emphasize the importance 
of sustainability worldwide. It should 
be a matter of course for a sustainably 

oriented company that sustainability 
management is not just implemented 
in the parent plant, but that the ethos is 
proliferated into each country in which 
it has business relations – whether 
that’s through a subsidiary, suppliers, 
or even customers and negotiation 
partners.

What do you think the future holds for 
sustainability within companies, and 
which technological and societal trends 
will be decisive in this respect?

If we want a sensible future, we have no 
choice but to encorporate sustainability 
within companies as a key success fac-
tor. There’s nothing new in that, and the 
“honorable man of commerce” was a 
well-known term at the beginning of the 
last century. But until now, entrepre-
neurial success is based on monetary 
growth. Fortunately, there is an increa-
sing tendency to rethink this in the 
world of business. Society is developing 
a growing appetite for innovations and 
an openness to new working models 
and setups. What we also need is a book 
of rules that stipulates business to be 
successful if they behave responsible 
towards people and the environment 
and they’re committed to business that 
saves resources – in an environmental 
and economic sense, as well as in a so-
cial one. We’ve already achieved a great 
deal in many areas, with ISO certificati-
on in energy (ISO 50001), the environ-
ment (ISO 14001, or EMAS 3), and quali-
ty (ISO 9001).

Combined with technological develop-
ments stemming from Industry 4.0, I 
see the emergence of completely new 

market opportunities – with industries 
opening up new procurement markets 
for recycling companies, thus creating 
new jobs. We already have the technical 
possibilities, we just need to apply them 
where they’re currently needed global-
ly. It is really interesting that we’ve de-
veloped exponentially in lots of sectors 
of industry in technological terms and 
are more advanced than in the recycling 
industry in the same areas. It’s time to 
catch up, and it is merely a question of 
importance and capital distribution. 
There’s also plenty of potential in 
non-monetary areas where, among ot-
hers, the social management systems 
are working (ISO 26000, OHSAS, 18001, 
SA 8000, AA 1000). This raises many 
questions and challenges. How can I 
make social values more measurable? 
What can I do to quantify increased mo-
tivation levels among staff – by new 
tasks, or the uplift you get from vacati-
ons? Which are the impacts of new wor-
king hour models? And can they be in-
corporated in reporting systems and 
controlling? In order to see the “big pic-
ture” for the overall business these are 
even crucial.

We’re currently undergoing a period of 
upheaval, in which the state of our pla-
net and its effects are pointing out to us 
in which areas we need to apply our in-
novative capabilities to, and where we 
need to introduce technological and di-
gital developments in order to create 
value in the long term – and we have 
every potential to do this!

Director
Steinbeis Consulting Center  
International Marketing &  
Sustainability (Freiburg)

 www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2101 

ALMUT KAUPP 
almut.kaupp@stw.de
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LESS IS MORE: CARBON EMISSIONS 
OF BUILDINGS ENERGY CONCEPTS 
DURING THEIR LIFE CYCLE
STEINBEIS STUDY SHOWCASES MEASURES FOR ACHIEVING  
CLIMATE PROTECTION GOALS IN HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

The Federal Government has set itself 
a target of reducing greenhouse gases 
by 80 to 95 percent by the year 2050 
compared to 1990. According to the go-
vernment, the Energy Saying Ordinan-
ce (EnEV 2016), already fulfills 
low-energy building requirements laid 
down by the European Union. Draft le-
gislation for the new building energy 
act will not therefore include tighter 
regulation. The average pro-capita 
emissions for German housing, travel, 
food and drink, other areas of con-
sumption, and infrastructure currently 
stand at 9 tons of carbon dioxide per 
year (cf. Statista 2018). To meet the 
goal of limiting global warming to 2°C 
versus levels prior to industrialization, 
it will be necessary to cut annual 
pro-capita emissions to 2 tons of car-
bon dioxide by 2050 (cf. Rogelj 2011). 
For the housing sector, this means 
each person will still have an “allowan-
ce” of between 0.5 and 0.7 tons of car-
bon dioxide per year (cf. SIA 2011, ifeu). 
Taking the average amount of floor 
space used by each person living in an 
urban area as roughly 40 square me-
ters, the estimated target for a car-
bon-neutral building would be the 
equivalent of between 12 and 17kg of 
carbon dioxide per square meter of li-
ving area per year.

As part of a study for the Federal Envi-
ronmental Agency, a comprehensive 
assessment was made of typical buil-
dings, both new and old, looking at dif-
ferent types of heating systems and 

energy sources. It showed that the tar-
get carbon emission levels could be 
achieved with technology already avai-
lable today. However, a standard new 
apartment building adhering to the ac-
tual Energy Saying Ordinance (EnEV 
2016) – with a gas boiler supported by 
solar thermal heating for hot water – 
creates 42 kg of carbon equivalent 
emissions per square meter of living 
area per year, so it would fall short of 
this target by a long way.

» 
NOT ONLY DID WE LOOK AT HOW 
BUILDINGS ARE OPERATED, AS USU-
AL; WE ALSO CONSIDERED THE OVE-
RALL LIFE CYCLE OF BUILDINGS, IN-
CLUDING HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY 
REQUIREMENTS AND EXPENDITURES 
ON CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, 
AND DISPOSAL – SO-CALLED GRAY 
ENERGY, «

explains Dr.-Ing. Boris Mahler, director of 
the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Energy, 
Building and Solar Engineering.

Combining heating supply by a heat 
pump with photovoltaics results in 
emissions equivalent to 23 kg of car-
bon dioxide per square meter of living 
space per year, and can thus almost 
halve emissions. Improving insulation 
in keeping with the German housing 
standard “KfW Effizienzhaus 55” redu-
ces energy requirements and carbon 
emissions further to the equivalent of 
20 kg of carbon dioxide per square me-

Climate protection is currently one of 
the most pressing issues facing politi-
cians. Approximately 40% of carbon 
emissions in Germany are created by 
buildings. The Federal Government is 
striving to ensure existing buildings 
have a zero carbon footprint by 2050. 
But will the current requirements pla-
ced on residential buildings be suffi-
cient to achieve this climate protection 
goal? And what defines a residential 
building with a zero carbon footprint 
anyway? These are the questions being 
looked at by the Stuttgart-based Stein-
beis Transfer Center for Energy, Buil-
ding and Solar Engineering as part of a 
study commissioned by the Federal 
Environmental Agency and the Federal 
Institute for Research on Building, Ur-
ban Affairs and Spatial Development.
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ter of living space per year. Adding ven-
tilation with heat recovery and impro-
ving the building envelope to meet the 
requirements of the “KfW Effizienz-
haus 40” does not lead to further re-
ductions in carbon emissions in case of 
a regenerative heating system.

Between 30 and 40 % of carbon emissi-
ons generated during the entire life 
cycle of buildings made with solid 
walls (bricks or concrete) stem from 
“grey energy” during construction. 
This share of emissions can be almost 
halved by constructing apartment buil-
dings with resource-saving wood and 
timbers. “Combining wood constructi-
on, maximizing the use of solar panels 
on the roof, supplying heat through he-
at pumps and improving insulation to 
meet “KfW Effizienzhaus 55” already 
make it possible to construct a zero 
carbon footprint residential building 
right now,” highlights Simone Idler.

Most scenarios for 2050 assume an 
electricity mix for Germany with signi-
ficantly lower carbon emissions. Even 
under such circumstances, there 
would be no change in the findings of 
the Steinbeis study. Effective, cost-ef-

ficient measures for achieving climate 
protection targets include using rege-
nerative heating supplies from heat 
pumps, biomass, or environmentally 
friendly district heating, and combining 
this with distributed electricity sup-
plied by solar and wind energy, a care-
fully insulated building envelope ad-
hering to “KfW Effizienzhaus 55” 
(especially for new buildings), plus a 
resource-saving approach to cons-
truction using wood, lightweight mate-
rials, or hybrid methods – for new buil-
dings or preservation by renovation of 
existing buildings. Over and beyond 
these building measures, it would also 
be necessary to decarbonize the ener-
gy infrastructure.

As the Steinbeis study highlights, as-
sessing a building holistically should 
also consider net carbon footprints be-
yond the actual operation of a building 
and take expenditures on “grey energy” 
and electricity requirements of the 
user into account. To accelerate the 
implementation of zero carbon foot-
print buildings, the experts at the 
Steinbeis Transfer Center recommend 
starting to use carbon footprint labels 
when auditing buildings. 

Director
Steinbeis Transfer Center  
Energy, Building and Solar  
Engineering (Stuttgart)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/0327 
www.stz-egs.de

Project Engineer
Steinbeis Transfer Center  
Energy, Building and Solar  
Engineering (Stuttgart)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/0327 
www.stz-egs.de

DR.-ING. BORIS MAHLER
boris.mahler@stw.de

SIMONE IDLER
simone.idler@stw.de
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A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION  
TO POTHOLES

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS PROVIDED BY A LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION INFRASTRUCTURE BASED ON BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING

Transport infrastructure maintenance is an important task of local government: Ro-
ads not only have to be safe, they must also be economical to operate and maintain. 
An important aspect of this is sustainability. Steinbeis experts Dr. Ute Stöckner and 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Markus Stöckner, who look at issues relating to the sustainability of 
municipal roads and highways as part of their work at the Steinbeis Transfer Center 
for Infrastructure Management in Transportation, explain what local authorities can 
do to react to all these changes.

whenever possible – direct travel rou-
tes, smooth road surfaces, and to not 
have to brake the whole time. As for 
the utility companies supplying and 
treating water, gas, and electricity, or 
providing telecommunication net-
works – they need to be able to quickly 
fill up holes again after digging up ro-
ads.

ROADS ARE MUCH MORE THAN 
TRAFFIC ROUTES

Understanding sustainability therefore 
means considering a number of fac-
tors. From an ecological standpoint, a 
network for bicycles helps promote en-
vironmental protection by fostering a 
healthy and sustainable lifestyle. From 
a socio-cultural standpoint, roads are 
part of public life and they have a signi-
ficant impact on the image and appea-
rance of a city district. Ideally, the peo-
ple who live in an area transcend 
different social groups and this can ha-
ve a number of influences, including 
whether it would be reasonable to ask 
local taxpayers to fund repairs. This 
will make it necessary to consider the 
specific situation within a local area 
and state legislation regarding munici-
pal funding. From an economic stand-
point, sustainable road maintenance 
must secure infrastructure funding 

Transportation infrastructure is  
subject to a variety of demands 

Systematically planning maintenance 
has emerged as a technical imperative 
in recent years. Systematically adher-
ing to a methodical approach automa-
tically entails becoming involved in 
asset management. One effective way 
to consider the entire life cycle of a 
project and map processes is to use 
building information modeling (BIM).

One of the first steps when conducting 
a life cycle assessment of road net-
works, especially on a municipal level, 
is to consider the importance of indivi-
dual streets to a city. This is because 
even without additional land use, the 
requirements that existing traffic rou-
tes need to meet tend to change over 
time, especially when a district beco-
mes more industrialized or shifts to-
wards more commercial use, and this 
will also happen if an existing residen-
tial area is redeveloped. When this 
happens, one must examine the tech-
nical requirements a road has to ful-
fill. In many urban areas, the infras-
tructure requirements of road users 
are intensifying, resulting in conflic-
ting interests, especially where finan-
cial resources are tight. Bus and car 
passengers want to reach their desti-
nation quickly and conveniently, local 
residents don’t want to have to listen to 
loud traffic, and cyclists would like – 
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and ensure that any measures introdu-
ced are not only appropriate in techni-
cal terms but also commercially viable. 
Consideration has to be given not only 
to any potential to save money by coor-
dinating measures, but also to traffic 
flow if there are diversions.

THE IDEAL SOLUTION:  
A HOLISTIC APPROACH

For Markus Stöckner, the solution to all 
these challenges is obvious: “A life cycle 
assessment – because the approach of 
looking at sustainable infrastructure 
management takes a holistic view of 
transportation infrastructures, throug-
hout the entire period of use.” This ap-
proach starts by looking at planning re-
quirements as a basis for working out 
the individual stages within the life cycle 
of a road, from drafting planning docu-
ments to construction, starting to ope-
rate and use roads, and even the main-
tenance requirements and replacing 
roads. This makes it possible to work 
out and highlight any overlaps between 
different types of stakeholders, plus 
who will need to supply which informa-
tion to whom and at which point in time. 
When you reach the next step, all requi-
red information will be available without 
any loss of know-how.

Other stakeholders that will need to be 
involved in municipal road construction 
– over and above the local authorities 

and the subcontractors of the construc-
tion contractor – are the utility and was-
te disposal companies, and private ow-
ners of real estate developments, 
because they are also affected by road 
infrastructures when going about their 
business. As more and more parties in-
tervene in the infrastructure, this high-
lights how important it is to ensure that 
everything is systematically documen-
ted, capturing when, where, and how 
something happened. This is also so 
that the right decisions can be made la-
ter down the line.

Similarly, this applies not only to envi-
ronmental issues affecting road repairs 
(especially if old road surfaces need to 
be recycled), but also the quality requi-
rements of new construction materials 
that will need to be processed. The ex-
perts at the Steinbeis Transfer Center 
for Infrastructure Management in 
Transportation help their clients ascer-
tain which information to gather for each 
individual stage of a life cycle assess-
ment. They also provide support in de-
termining how and in which areas infor-
mation will need to be shared with 
others, plus the quality requirements 
that will need to be considered in each 
area of overlap. The Steinbeis experts 
advise a variety of local and regional 
authorities on accessing existing 
sources of information, also helping to 
plug any gaps identified in knowledge or 
documentation. Looking at existing pro-

cesses makes it possible to continually 
base the approach taken toward sys-
tematic maintenance management on 
future needs.

“As a result, we achieve a much better 
understanding of different aspects rela-
ting to construction work and services, 
and this also takes local factors into 
consideration. It also helps us improve 
the forecasts used to estimate the dura-
tion of future life cycles,” explains Stöck-
ner. This simplifies the planning of road 
repair programs and how they’re finan-
ced, which in turn makes it possible to 
make road maintenance more economi-
cal. Using BIM methods to conduct life 
cycle assessments thus makes an es-
sential contribution to sustainable in-
frastructure management.

Project manager
Steinbeis Transfer Center  
Infrastructure Management in 
Transportation (IMV) (Bruchsal)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/1284

Director
Steinbeis Transfer Center  
Infrastructure Management in 
Transportation (IMV) (Bruchsal)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/1284

DR.- ING. UTE STÖCKNER 
ute.stoeckner@stw.de 

PROF. DR.-ING. MARKUS STÖCKNER 
markus.stoeckner@stw.de

The different components of road traffic A dense residential area in a German city
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“FOR ME, RESEARCH IS ABOUT 
FINDING SOLUTIONS!”

AN INTERVIEW WITH PROFESSOR DR.-ING. VOLKER JEHLE, DIRECTOR OF THE 
STEINBEIS TRANSFER CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE NONWOVEN TECHNOLOGY

According to one definition, nonwoven 
materials are a wide layer or single lay-
er of bonded fibers. So far, so good. In 
an interview with TRANSFER, Professor 
Dr.-Ing. Volker Jehle, director of the 
Steinbeis Transfer Center for Innovative 
Nonwoven Technology and a professor 
at the department of Textiles & Design 
at Reutlingen University, provided dee-
per insights into these materials and 
how they are actually produced. One 
thing that he made clear is that sustai-
nability is not something that starts in 
production, but much earlier, when so-
ciety forms its own attitude regarding 
consumption. The expert in wet-laid 
nonwovens also highlighted why thin-
king sustainable production through 
from start to finish enables us to un-
derstand why natural fibers are not ne-
cessarily superior to their chemical 
counterparts.

Hello Professor Jehle. Sustainabi-
lity is becoming increasingly im-
portant as an issue. What impact is 
this having on the technology be-
hind nonwovens?

If I may, I’d like to answer that by quo-
ting Hubert Markl, the former presi-
dent of the Max Planck Society, who 
said that sustainability sounds so na-
tural, so biological, so environmental, 
and because it’s sufficiently unclear 
what it actually means, everyone can 
agree on it, from business and sci-
ence to politics and church congres-
ses. So what actually is sustainability 
when it comes to nonwoven technolo-
gy? If we’re talking about this in the 
context of recycling, nonwoven tech-

nology has a major advantage, becau-
se it allows you to process short fi-
bers. The reason that’s important is 
that stable fibers come in different 
lengths during recycling, which we 
have to put to good use again.

Sustainability can also entail more 
effective production, and this raises 
an important question: How can we 
save resources in production but also 
keep a lid on costs? Let’s take as an 
example producing things by using 
high-price raw materials consisting 
of fibers: A producer cannot afford 
any production waste in this area, be-
cause it automatically raises prices. 
A nonwoven material offers a whole 
range of advantages with this, whet-
her it’s a wet-laid nonwoven or from 
fiber injection molding. The latter re-
fers to a nonwoven technology where-
by nonwovens are used to produce 3D 

designs with practically zero waste, 
so they’re sustainable and resour-
ce-saving. That helps reduce compo-
nent costs and enhance marketability 
and market penetration.

The next important factor when it co-
mes to sustainability is extending du-
rability. The challenge and yardstick 
for us as developers is to extend the 
usable lifetime of a component or 
product. We’ve got to move on from 
the widespread use-and-throw-away 
mentality of today. Ideally we should 
ask ourselves how we’ll be able to re-
cycle a part even before we produce 
it. For me, that’s the ultimate sustai-
nability issue and it’s one of the big-
gest challenges facing nonwoven 
technology. Our goal has to be to keep 
components going for longer, to use 
them longer, and to then recycle them 
and put them to good use. But anot-

Wetlaid pilot line NVLA53 of the company Pill at the Reutlingen University of Applied Sciences
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her thing that’s important is what 
happens after recycling – what do we 
do with the second recycling raw ma-
terial? For me sustainability means 
thinking about issues beyond indivi-
dual technology, so it’s a question I 
already pose during development – 
how will I take the product I’m about 
to make apart again, and how can I 
recycle it cleanly? How can I make so-
mething useful out of it again and mo-
re importantly, how can I extend its 
usage life? I say this because ultimate 
recycling is when I don’t have to recy-
cle anything in the first place. But 
that’s counterproductive under cur-
rent thinking, because consumption 
is supposed to be boosted so that 
people keep buying more. This is 
where a rethink is needed because we 
can’t keep going along the way we ha-
ve until now. 

Which factors are decisive for the 
sustainability of a nonwoven mate-
rial? For example, is it enough to 
use recycled fibers in production or 
is it the actual manufacturing pro-
cess that’s decisive?

I’d say both. The first thing that has to 
be ascertained is what properties the 
material should offer to fulfil its purpo-
se as effectively as possible. Then we 
can look at the manufacturing process 
in terms of which properties would be 
achieved most effectively with which 
processes. So for example you can 
achieve certain properties with an 
energy-efficient production process, 
but it’s so complicated in terms of pro-
duction technology that the product 
wouldn’t be accepted at the end for 
cost reasons. That would mean we’d 
have to mix things, and that’s the real 
challenge with nonwoven material pro-
duction.

When you’re recycling things, the ma-
nufacturing process is also important, 
so you have to think about what you can 
make out of which fibers using which 
production process. This is where a 
wet-laid nonwoven line offers major 
advantages. Let’s take an example: re-
cycling based on carbon fibers. This 
allows you to produce nonwovens by 
mechanically processing recycled car-
bon fiber composites. Because they’re 

recycled mechanically, there’s no ma-
jor drain on energy so it’s relatively in-
expensive. But unfortunately there’s 
still not enough attention being given to 
what’s supposed to happen after the 
actual product has been made out of 
recycled fibers. So for instance, glass 
fibers from recycled wind turbine bla-
des are now used in concrete. Natural-
ly, the concrete recycler then has to 
ask himself what he’s going to do with 
the glass fibers when he recycles the 
concrete. Coming back to your original 
question regarding how important the 
production process is, I’m convinced 
that the crucial factor is the interplay 
between the suitable production pro-
cess and the anticipated product pro-
perties.

One point of emphasis in your work 
is wet-laid technology. What’s in-
novative, but also sustainable ab-
out this technology?

Wet-laid technology is my specialty. It of-
fers a number of advantages over other 
manufacturing processes. Looking first 
at the process itself, you take fibers and 

The wetlaid pilot line is the only one of its kind that is in operation at a university throughout Europe. 
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you dissolve them in water. The water is 
then passed through a sieve and flows 
away, leaving the fibers in the sieve which 
are dried and become the finished nonwo-
ven material. The water recirculates such 
that it is only lost through drying. If this 
sounds simple, it’s because it is. The first 
major advantage with this process is that 
the fibers are treated carefully. Water ma-
kes it possible to dissolve fibers extremely 
carefully. Fibers are often damaged an-
yway, especially if you use recycled fibers, 
but unlike dry nonwovens, with wet-laid 
nonwoven technology they’re not subjec-
ted to even more damage. With wet-laid 
nonwovens you also generate comparati-
vely little waste and you can work with ex-
tremely delicate fibers, which isn’t possi-
ble with other nonwoven production 
processes. So we can produce extremely 
fine, thin nonwoven materials which are 
uniform and 0.1 to 0.2 millimeters thick.

It’s these fine nonwovens that offer major 
potential, one example of which are batte-
ry separators made from microglass fi-
bers. The thinner they are, the more ef-
fective the battery can be made. So 
wet-laid nonwovens also play a key role in 
the highly topical area of electric vehicles. 
Or look at the student project we’re con-
ducting with the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR). We’ve developed carbon fiber 
nonwovens for carbon ceramic brake 
pads with the aim of producing brake 
disks more economically. Not only are the 
nonwovens lighter, so as a result they re-
duce weight; they also don’t rust, so they 
last longer, and both of these factors are 
really important for electric vehicles. In 
addition, with some kinds of fiber compo-
sites we can use the wet-laid nonwovens 
produced from recycled fibers to save ori-
ginal raw materials by substituting cer-
tain layers with nonwovens. Naturally for 
safety reasons that doesn’t work with 
components subjected to high stress, 
such as aircraft wings, but there’s no rea-
son why it won’t work in something like a 
car door.

A further advantage with wet-laid nonwo-
vens is that we can work with extremely 
fine fibers down to the micrometer, for 
example in microglass. Presently, there is 
no other way to process such microscopic 
fibers. And the last, extremely important 
argument for using wet-laid nonwoven 
technology relates to processing proble-
matic fibers which could pose a health 
risk. Take silicon carbide fibers or carbon 
fibers. If you process them in a dry state, a 
hazardous carbon dust is created. With 
wet-laid technology, the fibers are imme-
diately bound in the water.

There’s also increasing demand for 
nonwoven materials made from na-
tural renewable materials. What 
challenges does this development 
present?

Actually it’s not a recent development; 
they’ve been around since the mid-
1990s. There’s no problem processing 
natural fibers. We already have the 
technology to do this. But I think the-
re’s a big challenge here, especially 
when it comes to sustainability. We 
produce the nonwovens from natural 
fibers, but we require a matrix to pro-
duce a fiber composite component. 
However, most of these matrix sys-
tems are not biodegradable, so we’re 
back to the recycling problem again. A 
further problem lies in our demand 
for fibers: According to the latest figu-
res we require 90 million tons of fi-
bers worldwide, and that demand 
can’t be covered with natural fibers. If 
you then take the overall life cycle as-
sessment into account – water con-
sumption, arable land, etc. – natural 
fibers don’t look that good after all. So 
we can’t manage without those “nas-
ty” synthetic fibers and are forced to 
focus on the biggest problem: micro-
plastics. The challenge is to produce 
the polyester fiber in such a way that it 
can be made biodegradable without 
compromising in terms of the requi-
red performance. To solve this prob-

lem, we have to look beyond the end of 
our noses. But I’m certain we’ll mana-
ge this, because for me that’s precise-
ly what research is all about: finding 
solutions! Steinbeis has a strong inst-
rument for this – its Transfer Centers. 
I believe that the connections between 
Steinbeis and university research 
should be intensified, and I can only 
recommend that professors set up 
their own Steinbeis Enterprise, espe-
cially because of the links to industry. 
We sometimes lose this contact in 
university research and disappear in-
to “ivory-tower research.” Of course 
fundamental research is important, 
extremely important, but we also 
need applied research. We need to en-
ter into dialogue with industry to find 
out what’s needed in business, or to 
show firms our research findings and 
see how they can be used in industry. 
For me, that’s why the Steinbeis 
Transfer Centers are such an import-
ant instrument in making a success 
out of this, to the benefit of all parties.

Director
Steinbeis Transfer Center Innovative 
Nonwoven Technology (Bad Urach)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2076

PROFESSOR DR.-ING. VOLKER JEHLE
volker.jehle@stw.de
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INVESTING WITH A 
CLEAR CONSCIENCE
PROF. DR. PHILIPP HABERSTOCK AND STEFFEN 
LOHRER SHOW THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO ACQUIRE A 
COMPANY AND CREATE SOCIAL RETURNS

In October 2018, a special report issued by the Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC) highlighted an urgent need to limit global warming. Quick, 
sweeping, and unprecedented changes would be required in all areas of society. 
This emphatic appeal was in line with widespread expert opinion that painted a 
picture of ecological collapse if we do not change the way we treat our planet 
and its resources. The issue of sustainability is therefore something every indi-
vidual should think about, not just in everyday areas but also in areas that, at 
first glance, appear to have nothing to do with this topic – such as investments 
and merger and acquisition (M&A) transactions. Prof. Dr. Philipp Haberstock 
and Steffen Lohrer of Steinbeis Consulting Mergers & Acquisitions GmbH ex-
plain why.

The two Steinbeis experts advise 
small and medium-sized firms on 
company acquisitions and divest-
ments, and they also provide advice 
on a growth topic of global significan-
ce: social impact investment. This is a 
strategy whereby capital investments 
are made with the aim of creating so-
cial and environmental benefit without 
having to forego attractive interest ra-
tes. Sustainability factors are beco-
ming increasingly important in corpo-
rate transactions, representing a key 
success factor in impact-centric M&A 
transactions, typically conducted ac-
cording to ethical and social goals and 
placing emphasis on social responsi-
bility.

SUSTAINABLE EQUITY INVESTMENT

The United Nations laid a foundation 
for social impact investing at a general 
assembly in 2015. 193 nationals agreed 
17 global objectives – sustainable de-
velopment goals that would provide 
guidelines for the use of financial re-
sources for social and environmental 

purposes. For example, they demand 
that poverty and climate change be 
combated, along with improvements in 
the supply of drinking water and huma-
ne working conditions.

The abbreviation ESG has now become 
established as a standard of sustaina-
ble investment, covering three areas of 
corporate social responsibility with a 
bearing on sustainability:

   E (environment) stands for areas 
such as environmental pollution  
or ecological hazards, greenhouse 
gases, and topics relating to energy 
efficiency.

   S (social) includes aspects such as 
health and safety at work, diversity, 
and social engagement.

   G (governance) refers to sustainable 
business management. This inclu-
des aspects such as corporate va-
lues and monitoring and control 
processes 

“These days, many investors want more 
than returns – they also want to do so-
mething good for society, so they want 
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returns that create an impact or deliver 
‘social benefit’,” says Lothar Jakab, di-
rector of the Steinbeis Consulting Cen-
ter for Impact Investing and a partner of 
Steinbeis Consulting Mergers & Acqui-
sitions GmbH (Steinbeis M&A). Martin 
Schmitt, director of Steinbeis M&A, ag-
rees: “The sustainability-oriented buy-
ers of companies that are involved in 
our company acquisition projects bene-
fit on two levels – on the one hand from 
financial returns and on the other from 
the social, ethical, and ecological im-
pacts. We see major potential in this 
new trend, since impact-focused M&A 
transactions are often associated with 
positive returns in combination with re-
latively low levels of risk.”

With company acquisitions, which are 
often entered into by private equity 
companies, the focus lies not only in 
risk-return factors but also in the fact 
that taking a share in a business should 
also be a reflection of the values and 
goals of the investor. This form of im-
pact-centric investment is particularly 
popular with affluent families and 
so-called family offices. The proportion 

of institutional investors now looking in-
to this area is also growing, since more 
and more insurance companies, major 
banks, and foundations are becoming 
interested in the topic of sustainable 
corporate transactions (impact M&As). 
The German market is still somewhat 
small in this area, but it is nonetheless 
growing rapidly, with momentum pi-
cking up in a number of areas of the 
market. A study conducted by the Re-
search Center for Financial Services, a 
Steinbeis Transfer Institute, showed 
that adhering to sustainability criteria 
when making capital investments by no 
means implies that lower returns 
should be expected. If anything it’s the 
opposite: Giving consideration to 
so-called ESG criteria can even have a 
positive influence on the success of an 
investment.

VALUES AND GOALS INFLUENCE  
INVESTMENTS

Steinbeis M&A has now developed a 
structured ESG management method 
that allows sustainability principles to 

M&A IMPACT 
FRAMEWORK 

Impact-centric M&A strategy
Determination of a coherent M&A strategy 
embedded within the M&A process 

Sustainability guidelines 
Instilled system of values and goals
to improve sustainability 

Sustainable business management 
Corporate governance and controls 

adhering to target ESG criteria 

Portfolio and risk management 
M&A and divestures with performance 

analysis and risk controls 

Transaction and PMI excellence 
Transaction and PMI expertise adhering 

to ESG targets

Research and market screening 
Sustainability expertise and systematic 
market and target research 

be brought into harmony with the reve-
nue expectations of investors. Specifi-
cally considering ESG factors during 
the transaction process should not just 
reduce costs and risks to a company’s 
reputation, it should also realize oppor-
tunities to increase value and pursue a 
company’s values. Taking a company 
acquisition for a major German private 
equity investor as an example, accor-
ding to exclusion principles, companies 
should first be disregarded if they do no 
justice to certain defined values. The 
exclusion principles most frequently 
named in Germany include the produc-
tion of or trading in weapons, violation 
of human rights and labor legislation, 
gambling, corruption and bribery, to-
bacco, alcohol, nuclear energy, and en-
vironmental damage. To complement 
this approach, there are also positive 
criteria, which are often based on “best 
in class” principles. This involves defi-
ning the criteria that should be met for a 
company to be considered eligible as an 
investment in the first place.

There are a variety of information 
sources to help when assessing the 
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Outline concept for an impact-centric  
M&A strategy

Partner 
Steinbeis Consulting Mergers & 
Acquisitions GmbH (Hamburg)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2152
www.steinbeis-finance.de 

Managing Partner 
Steinbeis Consulting Mergers & 
Acquisitions GmbH (Mannheim)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2152
www.steinbeis-finance.de 

PROF. DR. PHILIPP HABERSTOCK 
philipp.haberstock@stw.de

STEFFEN LOHRER 
steffen.lohrer@stw.de

sustainability of different business mo-
dels and companies. Many firms alrea-
dy write their own sustainability re-
ports, and there have been reporting 
obligations for European companies 
with a bearing on capital markets since 
2017. As a result, these companies have 
been reporting annually on key develop-
ments relating to the environment, la-
bor law, and social factors, as well as 
respecting human rights and comba-
ting corruption and bribery.

ESG factors have become an important 
aspect of transaction processes in re-
cent years. Whereas these risks were 
often considered make-or-break in the 
past, the focus of impact transactions 
today increasingly lies in opportunities 
to enhance value and achieve the sus-
tainability targets that can arise from 
outstanding ESG practices. This requi-
res a tailored approach placing appro-
priate emphasis on risk. An initial re-
view of the target company is carried 
out, for example by using an information 
memorandum to pinpoint possible risks 
for the further assessment of the com-
pany (due diligence). If a more detailed 

assessment is required, this is based on 
a dataspace or interviews with the ma-
nagement of the target company. The 
results can then be incorporated in con-
tract negotiations, for example in the 
form of warranties and indemnity 
against risks.

SUSTAINABILITY: STANDARD  
FUTURE PRACTICE

Sustainability issues will be with us for 
good now. This is not just because of 
climate change, but also because of 
strict social standards being laid down 
by companies and robust business ma-
nagement. As a result, Steinbeis M&A 
has set itself the goal of helping to en-
sure that sustainability and im-
pact-centric M&A strategies become 
standard practice and a benchmark for 
M&A transactions for years to come. 
“Impact investors will also be rewar-
ded – by successful transactions and 
the satisfaction that you’ve done so-
mething good at the end of the day, not 
just for yourself but also for others,” 
says Haberstock, with conviction.
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With the EFQM excellence model, sustainable planning is used with the aim of 
satisfying the needs of all stakeholders. That means sustainability not only 
gives sufficient consideration to the environment and natural resources, it al-
so takes into account the long-term interests of other parties involved in areas 
affected by the company:

   Future-proof jobs for the workforce
   Reliable partnerships with suppliers and other partners
   Long-term customer relationships
   Promotion of public welfare in areas affected by the business
   Long-term returns to shape the future of the company

THE EFQM MODEL
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ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE THROUGH 
EFFECTIVE SUSTAINABILITY
BUERGOFOL, THE MANUFACTURER OF PACKAGING AND INDUSTRIAL FOIL,  
IS SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN ITS SECTOR OF INDUSTRY THANKS TO THE  
SUPPORT OF STEINBEIS EXPERTS

Base foil

Print

Adhesive 

Outer layer 1

Adhesive base coat

Barrier layer 1

Barrier layer 2

Barrier layer 1

Adhesive base coat

Seal layer (outer layer 2)

+

THE INGENIOUS HI-TECH COMPOSITE FILM 
PRODUCED BY BUERGOFOL 

Laminated film magnified

Layer composition

The composition of a laminated film © BUERGOFOL GmbH

High-barrier films produced by  
BUERGOFOL © BUERGOFOL GmbH 

Defining sustainability in business is always subjective, but there is a general tenor that runs through all definitions: Financially 
viable activities should not be conducted at the expense of future generations, and the natural capacity of used resources to “re-
generate themselves” must be protected. Steinbeis expert Dr.-Ing. Günther Schöffner has been supporting BUERGOFOL with its 
business excellence model as it embarks on a journey to achieve more sustainable production.

companies, they can still achieve sustai-
nable excellence of a global standard 
thanks to their outstanding know-how, 
adaptability, and short decision-making 
paths. This is reflected in sustainable 
products, highly efficient processes, 
and exemplary leadership. This is where 
the Steinbeis Consulting Center for 
Business Excellence comes in with its 
consulting and transfer services. The 
experts at the Steinbeis Enterprise advi-
se companies, introduce them to esta-
blished methods, and help small and 
medium-sized businesses maintain 
their standing in the market.

BUERGOFOL DECIDES TO GO FOR 
SUSTAINABILITY AND BUSINESS 
EXCELLENCE

The EFQM model allows for all kinds of 
fair and future-centric methods and ap-
proaches, as long as they promote posi-
tive outcomes for all stakeholders in the 
long term, hand in hand with sustaina-
ble business excellence. It also covers 
Economy 4.0 and Industry 4.0 factors, 
and any other methods that benefit fu-
ture endeavors in the long term.

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE:  
MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESS DOES NOT 
EQUATE TO MEDIOCRE STANDARDS

The long-term concepts of business ex-
cellence can be adopted by companies 
of all sizes, in all sectors of industry. 
Even if medium-sized firms have more 
limited financial resources than big 

There are so many different approa-
ches to sustainability. But it’s a less 
well known fact that there is already a 
business excellence model that takes 
all sustainability factors into account: 
the model developed by the European 
Foundation for Quality Management 
(EFQM). Two of the eight fundamental 
principles of excellence are “creating a 
sustainable future” and “sustaining 
outstanding results.” Taking these 
aspects into account places greater 
emphasis on longer-term decision-ma-
king as a company rather than trying to 
achieve short-term gains. The sustai-
nable nature of excellence can be ap-
plied to all phases of corporate develop-
ment, from the moment a firm is set up 
to periods of growth and restructuring. 
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One example of a recent project invol-
ved supporting BUERGOFOL, a medi-
um-sized producer of packaging and 
industry films from the Bavarian city of 
Siegenburg. On close inspection, a 
product that initially appears to be a 
disposable material capable of dama-
ging the environment actually turns 
out to be a hi-tech solution. PET foils 
are produced to package and protect 
perishable foods with the aim of pre-
serving meat, vegetables, and sausa-
ges without compromising quality, at 
the same time maximizing shelf life 
and making it possible to store pro-
ducts sustainably. The foils are hi-tech 
because each of the up to seven layers, 
which are between 2 and 20 microme-
ters thick, has a special function. They 
preserve flavor, repel water and oxy-
gen, or provide protection from sudden 
thermal stress in order to preserve 
freshness. Accordingly, the manufac-
turing process is highly demanding, 
which is why BUERGOFOL has earned 
a strong reputation in its global, highly 
price-oriented industry over the last 20 
years – despite only running manufac-
turing facilities in Bavaria.

The aim of BUERGOFOL’s project was 
to build its pole position, defend its lea-
ding role in the long term, and ward off 
competitors from Europe, Asia, and the 
United States. A continual stream of 
new products should be launched ra-
pidly on the market through ever-shor-
tening innovation cycles. As a result, 
new practices and approaches to inno-
vation management would be needed.

» 
GLOBAL WARMING WOULD BE EVEN 
MORE SERIOUS WITHOUT PLASTICS

Ultra-efficient processes should be in-
troduced to reduce waste, throughput 
times, and storage needs, also minimi-
zing energy consumption without sacrifi-
cing the firm’s ability to remain flexible 
when processing orders and innovating. 
The entire project was supported by the 

experts at the Steinbeis Consulting Cen-
ter for Business Excellence by drawing 
on EFQM methods, tools used in cyber-
netic management, and the methods of 
Management 4.0. The experts also adop-
ted a holistic approach toward changing 
the company culture in order to instill the 
changed methods of leadership and col-
laboration in all areas of the business. 
Another aim of the project was to reduce 
waste levels in the long term by 35%, cut 
specific energy consumption by 20%, and 
raise recycling levels by 35%. Basing 
these targets on environmental goals 
showed that plastic products can also be 
produced sustainably.

Compared to its competitors in this area, 
BUERGOFOL is already leading from the 
front. As well as just producing foils, BU-
ERGOFOL also prints and laminates foils 
at its plant in Neutraubling using start-
of-the-art machinery. In many ways the 
technology looks simple, but it’s actually 
extremely complex. Printing on several 
layers has to be perfect for products fea-
turing barcodes to be legible in an instant 
at the supermarket checkout. Individual 
layers have to be joined perfectly to the 
next layer to protect valuable foodstuffs 
from environmental influences and pre-
vent contamination. Similarly, another 
aspect that is not immediately apparent 
is that plastic packaging makes a signifi-
cant contribution to environmental pro-
tection at every stage of the food and be-
verage value chain. As Dr. Kurt Stark, 
director of business development and 
sustainability at BUERGOFOL, explained 
at a 2018 packaging trade show: “global 
warming would be even more serious 
without plastics.” Stark points out that 
this is because plastic protects the pro-
ducts it contains and ensures that envi-
ronmental investments made in such 
products do not go to waste.

The project conducted by Steinbeis and 
BUERGOFOL kicked off at the beginning 
of 2019 and is already bearing fruit. “It is 
pulling together years of experience and 
the know-how gathered by our team in 

implementing and applying concepts of 
excellence to other growth and restruc-
turing programs,” explains Schöffner. 
Following years of expansion and invest-
ment in research, development, and ma-
chinery, the aim now is to link up the three 
BUERGOFOL sites in Ingolstadt, Siegen-
burg, and Neutraubling by dovetailing 
processes and the business culture, such 
that the overall performance of the com-
pany is outstanding even in global terms. 
It is known from experience that these 
things take time, but the foundations for 
the ambitious project have now been laid 
and in the long term, it will be worthwhile 
for all project stakeholders.

36.2 %
packaging

63.8 %
yogurt 

3.5 %
packaging 

96.5 %
yogurt 

Glass 
packaging

Plastic 
packaging 

32.7 %
More product due to lighter 
plastic packaging 

Advantages 
with plastic 

Comparison of packaging scores for trans-
portation of yogurt © BUERGOFOL GmbH
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUES AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

STEINBEIS EXPERT WOLFGANG NATZKE SHOWS HOW SUSTAINABILITY AND  
AUTHENTICITY CAN TAKE COMPANIES TO THE NEXT LEVEL

The so-called fourth industrial revo-
lution is radically changing many of 
the familiar things we associate with 
everyday life. A whole host of areas 
will apparently become even more 
adaptable, dynamic, agile, and effi-
cient. Machines are now networked 
so they can talk to each other and op-
timize entire processes in the long 
term. Which brings us on to “the big 
one”: sustainability. Very few words 
have taken on so much new meaning 
in recent years. Wolfgang Natzke, di-
rector of Business Management and 
Innovation, a Steinbeis Transfer Ins-
titute at the Steinbeis + Academy, ex-
amines what lies beneath this term 
and the implications of sustainability 
for corporate management.

It’s as if everyone has suddenly di-
scovered sustainability, or is redisco-
vering it. A whole host of topics have 
come onto the agenda, from climate 
and environmental protection to bee 
conservation, urban development, 
emission prevention, fair trade, QC 
testing systems, migration, and many 
more. Hundreds of sustainability 
project teams are working on these 
topics in a quest for practical soluti-
ons. The general feeling in everyday 
conversation is that sustainability on-
ly needs to achieve one thing: an im-
pact that is long-lasting. But the fact 
of the matter is, to “sustain” anything, 
first it has to be “attained” – surely? 
Which raises the next question: 
What’s motivating us to attain somet-
hing in the first place? The search for 
a motive – the actual reasoning for 
wanting something – means we have 
to question meaningfulness. Or, thin-
king broader, it means we have to 
question the individual values of the 
“attainers” or owners of this issue. 
This is because our actions and be-
havior are guided by values. So inevi-
tably, these values also shape our 
willingness to attain or own things in 
the first place – or thinking further, 
our willingness to sustain anything in 
the long term.

“As a Steinbeis Transfer Institute, we 
often get the impression that the ma-
jority of our contacts at companies 
are still ‘gaining their bearings’ when 
it comes to sustainability,” says Wolf-
gang Natzke. One thing that really le-
aps out is the gaping hole between the 
way they define sustainability and 

how authentic their intentions come 
across. This is completely incompre-
hensible, because sustainability is an 
amazing opportunity for a company to 
differentiate itself from the competi-
tion. Commercial success has always 
been determined by solutions that fo-
cus on urgent issues facing society. 
Ultimately, the key issue is whether a 
firm has the courage to make the 
right decisions and work out which in-
novations it will need in which mar-
kets to succeed as a business. When 
you make these kinds of decisions, 
you notice right away that doing this is 
not entering into some annoying risk, 
but going for something that offers 
huge potential. Business leaders 
need to work out “more appropriate” 
ways to solve society’s issues compa-
red to other market players. Sooner 
or later the market and competition 
will deal with the other issues an-
yway. So companies – or to be more 
precise: management – must think 
and act sustainably to be successful. 
This raises a question:

WHAT CONSTITUTES A SUSTAINABLE 
COMPANY OR SUSTAINABLE  
MANAGEMENT?

The answer is simple: authenticity. In 
times of social media, companies and 
managers are subject to intense pub-
lic scrutiny. It’s becoming more and 
more easy to lift the veil on anything 
you think you’re keeping under wraps. 
It’s like living in a greenhouse. So ei-
ther you get used to it or the market 
will sort you out anyway. So authenti-
city fundamentally goes back to your 
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identity. And it’s important that every 
manager thinks very carefully about 
the following vital questions:

   WHO ACTUALLY AM I? WHAT 
EXACTLY MAKES ME THE  
MANAGER THAT I AM?

   WHAT MAKES ME DIFFERENT 
FROM OTHER MANAGERS?

    HOW DO MY COLLEAGUES  
SEE ME?

   HOW DO MY COLLEAGUES  
SEE ME?

   WHY DO I ACT OR REACT  
THE WAY I DO?

When challenged by such questions, 
people typically try to formulate clear 
responses to “position themselves” 
more effectively in life – or in their life 
in business. It’s their identity that sha-
pes the things that make them unique, 
answering this question: Who am I?

Nietzsche once postulated that, “He 
who has a Why to live for can bear al-
most any How.” People seek meaning. 
They want to make a meaningful con-
tribution or see the sense in doing so-
mething. And they will seek this mea-
ning or sense at or outside their 
company. So the really relevant ques-
tion when it comes to sustainability at 
a company is whether workers will 
find an answer to the Why or if they are 
simply bearing the How. At first glan-
ce, managing the Why looks quite 
straightforward – you just need to es-
tablish the right setup, provide preci-
se descriptions of what needs doing, 
check things, and if necessary make 
adjustments. This can work when 
everything is running smoothly and 
it’s just about optimizing things. But 
it’s a fact that the world of business is 
shaped by volatility, uncertainty, com-
plexity, and ambiguity – or VUCA. 
When things are changing rapidly in 
the way they do with VUCA, managers 
will not have the right information (or 
not enough of it) to work out how to 

manage the How by themselves. As a 
result, all that’s left to the manager is 
Why. Plus confidence in the creativity 
of their employees in working out the 
How and planning it.

“We strongly believe as a Steinbeis 
Transfer Institute that authenticity in 
business and the trust it engenders 
are many times more important than 
certification or an official seal, espe-
cially when it comes to this postula-
ted commitment to sustainability. 
The companies that succeeded in the 
past were always the ones that had 
the courage to step back from the 
mainstream and set their own stan-
dards,” says Natzke, with conviction. 
Natzke also knows that people al-
ways start to feel insecure when con-
fronted with change, so he strongly 
advises firms to point to the sense or 
meaning of change, then sustainabi-
lity will also fall into place. He also 
points out that sense or meaning are 
not something you can impose on 
people; people have to discover them 
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»
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for themselves. This is why values 
are the central focus of the portfolio 
of services offered by the Steinbeis 
Transfer Institute of Business Ma-
nagement and Innovation, for all 
players embraced by a world of VUCA 
– individuals and companies.

© pixabay.com
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THE ROLE PLAYED BY SMART CITIES 
AS INNOVATION HUBS FOR CITIES 
AND REGIONS
STEINBEIS EXPERTS CREATE INNOVATION PROCESSES FOR EU PROJECTS

For a city or municipality, taking part in 
a Smart Cities project is a unique op-
portunity. It’s a chance to exchange 
ideas regarding a problem with a va-
riety of different parties such as com-
panies, startups, research bodies, as-
sociations, financial institutions, 
citizens, and other European cities. It’s 
also a good way to identify solutions 
with others and make cities healthier, 
more sustainable, and greener. When 
cities start experimenting with new 
ways to work together and develop 
creative solutions, they turn themsel-
ves into innovation hubs.

The methods that are used to develop 
innovations and measures are innova-
tive in themselves. One example comes 
from the EU project CITyFiED, which 
involved developing a method for plan-
ning energy-efficient urban renovation, 
introducing the new method, and repli-

cating it in other places. The project 
included looking at district heating 
technology and integrating distributed 
power generation. The CITyFiED met-
hod of sustainable urban renovation is 
a process spanning seven stages. The 
first is to capture requirements and, 
based on this, plan a strategy. The next 
stages involve working up different 
scenarios, before testing, implemen-
ting, and finally evaluating them. The 
approach provides useful help in intro-
ducing the energy-efficient redevelop-
ment of urban districts to the general 
public and replicating this. It’s also im-
portant for adapting sustainable urban 
development strategies to factors re-
volving around energy efficiency. The 
target group for the method comprises 
other cities and communities.

There are two important innovative 
aspects of this method: the CITyFiED 

Cities and local communities play a central role in the transition to alternative energy sources and climate protection, but they 
are also key players in innovation, because they hold responsibility for planning and ongoing developments. However, smart 
cities are not just about clever urban planning and using renewable energy, they also introduce sustainable travel concepts and 
digital urban solutions. Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum is helping to create an innovation process in its role as a project partner in 
two European Smart Cities initiatives: CITyFiED and REMOURBAN. Its role is to pool expertise and provide support with the 
market entry based on the project results.

Indicator Tool and the involvement of an 
External Consultancy Group (ECG). 
These provide quantitative criteria, 
which help with decision-making pro-
cesses required for the method. They 
give cities an opportunity to conduct 
diagnostic testing on their energy effi-
ciency renovation programs in three 
steps before introducing measures ac-
cordingly. First, the planners look at the 
city and its districts (City Level Indica-
tors, L1); second, planned interventions 
are considered (Project Level Indica-
tors, L2); third, a city can work through 
different scenarios and evaluate them 
(Impact Assessment Indicators, L3). 
Hand in hand with this process, a multi-
disciplinary consultation group works 
in close cooperation with the local au-
thority to go through the diagnostic 
stages, and this makes it easier to pin-
point which strategies to implement. 
Finally, this method makes “integrated 
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The different phases of the CITyFiED method © CITyFiED

thinking” easier, enhancing efficiency 
by taking a holistic approach toward 
capturing and assessing results and 
validating any activities they entail.

These measures were first implemen-
ted in Duero-Valladolid (Spain), Soma 
(Turkey), and Lund (Sweden). Eleven 
further city clusters evaluated the mea-
sures and the project team also compa-
red notes directly with 50 European ci-
ties (“communities of interest”). The 
cities involved in the project in Germany 
were Ludwigshafen (city cluster) and 
four communities of interest: the me-
tropolitan region along the Rhine and 
Neckar rivers, Ludwigsburg, Ham-
burg-Altona, and Dresden. Three de-
monstration cities – Lund, Laguna de 
Duero, and Soma – are working in close 
collaboration on the testing and valida-

tion of each step to help develop the CI-
TyFiED network in more than 50 further 
cities. As part of the CITyFiED project, 
an integrated and systematic strategy 
and method were developed for plan-
ning the smart cities of the future. The 
idea is to reduce energy requirements 
and greenhouse gases, at the same time 
increasing the use of renewable energy.

For the REMOURBAN project, the pro-
ject partners developed a regeneration 
model for urban transformation that 
can be applied to other cities. The aim 
was to reduce carbon emissions and 
energy consumption, looking at effi-
cient heating and air-conditioning sys-
tems in buildings and different ways to 
combine smart grids and sustainable 
traffic management systems using ICT 
solutions. Three lighthouse cities were 
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selected, including demonstration dis-
tricts – Valladolid (Spain), Nottingham 
(UK), and Tepebasi/Eskisehir (Turkey). 
The project teams already succeeded in 
reducing energy consumption in indivi-
dual districts by between 50 and 53%. 
The carbon emissions in Valladolid have 
gone down 80% and in Tepebasi they’re 
down 63%. In Nottingham, a new delive-
ry service based on electric vans was 
launched. The last-mile delivery (LMD) 
service uses electric vehicles to cover 
the final stages of parcel deliveries. 
This reduces the burden on the city cen-
ter caused by trucks, particulate mat-
ter, carbon emissions, and traffic jams. 
The urban renovation strategy also re-
volves around people, since they are the 
key to developing smart cities – and of 
course they are the primary beneficia-
ries of improvements.
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FUTURE-PROOF AND EMISSION- 
FREE THANKS TO SOLAR ENERGY
STEINBEIS EXPERTS TURN THEIR SIGHTS ON THE SOLARAKTIVHAUSPLUS

Supplying buildings with energy both 
efficiently and sustainably requires 
concepts that make a significant con-
tribution to the reduction of green-
house gases. Not only does this affect 
how buildings are supplied with elect-
ricity, it also affects heating. There 
are a number of conceivable ways to 
do this. On the one hand, the energy 
efficiency of buildings can be impro-

ved. This can be achieved by optimi-
zing building envelopes, fitting win-
dows with triple glazing, using 
thermal insulation, improving air in-
sulation, or – ideally – introducing se-
veral or all of these measures at the 
same time. Over and above building 
envelopes, a further important factor 
is the technology used within a buil-
ding. This can include comparatively 

To make a success of the transition to alternative energy and achieve climate protection goals it will be crucial for buildings to 
use efficient energy supplies, primarily generated through renewable sources. The most promising concepts at the moment are 
based on solar energy converted into thermal and photovoltaic power, primarily by combining this with other technologies such 
as heat pumps or biomass furnaces. Dr. Harald Drück and Dominik Bestenlehner of the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Solar and 
Thermal Technology (SWT) have been investigating one such housing concept as part of a project called SolSys, which is spon-
sored by the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology. The name of the house: the SolarAktivHausplus.

straightforward measures such as 
using energy-efficient household de-
vices and lighting. The third important 
factor is the systems used to run a 
building, whereby the key question is: 
Where does the building draw its 
energy from?

As in other areas, a number of measu-
res are required to enhance efficiency, 
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although they are far from sufficient. 
A new, economical gas heater based 
on condensing boiler technology is 
one good way to cut greenhouse ga-
ses, especially compared to somet-
hing like a 30-year-old oil heating sys-
tem. But modern gas and oil heating 
systems still require fossil fuels, so 
they emit substances that contribute 
to environmental damage. Technolo-
gies are therefore needed that are ba-
sed (as far as possible) entirely on re-
newable energy sources and thus 
emit no greenhouse gases at all. One 
way to do this is to use biomass as an 
energy source. This option offers limi-
ted potential, however, so using bio-
mass to substitute all fossil fuels is 
not the right solution. This is where 
using the energy provided by the sun 
comes in, since it offers significant 
advantages when supplying buildings 
with energy. For example, using solar 
energy also produces zero carbon 
emissions, zero nitrogen oxides, and 
zero particulate matter.

SOLAR ENERGY SUPPLY CONCEPTS 
FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

There are already a number of poten-
tial solutions for using renewable 
energy in residential buildings. Some 
of these solutions use solar energy, 
either thermally by using solar collec-
tors or electrically by using photovol-
taic modules. These are supplemented 
by further energy sources such as bio-
mass – typically in the form of logs, 
wood chips, or wood pellets – or fossil 
fuels such as gas or oil. The Sonnen-
haus Institute (SHI) played a central 
role in developing the concept for the 
SolarAktivHaus, which was then scien-
tifically tested and modified as part of a 
research project called HeizSolar, 
spearheaded by the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Solar and Thermal Energy in 
Stuttgart (SWT) and the Fraunhofer In-
stitute for Solar Energy Research. The 
idea of the concept is to consistently 
supply as much thermal energy as 
possible to buildings through solar 
energy. The SolarAktivHaus therefore 
usually answers between 60 and 70 
percent of heating requirements 
through solar energy with a minimum 
of 50 percent of heating covered by so-
lar energy. This means that more than 
half of the energy required to heat the 

building and domestic water is sup-
plied by the solar thermal energy sys-
tem. Solar energy is thus no longer 
used to top up a conventional heating 
system – instead, it’s the other way 
round: Conventional heating sources 
are used to support the solar heating. 

Extending this concept of the SolarAk-
tivHaus to its logical conclusion turns 
the idea of such a building into a Sola-
rAktivHausplus: By adding the right 
technology, such as a photovoltaic sys-
tem and a heat pump, it becomes pos-
sible to use solar energy to cover more 
than half of a building’s requirements, 
not just for the heating but also for 
electricity. That said, all elements wit-
hin the system must be precisely coor-
dinated to interact with one another 
using a smart control system. By care-
fully planning the share of each tech-
nology within the SolarAktivHausplus so 
that each element works efficiently and 
is matched to all the other elements, 
significant reductions in harmful 
greenhouse gases are possible.

RESULTS OF THE SOLSYS  
RESEARCH PROJECT
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Net thermal cumulative energy for the SolarAktivHausesplus near Heilbronn in 2017/2018. The co-
lumns on the right show thermal energy use, broken down into domestic water requirements in 
dark green and heating requirements in light green. The columns on the left show heating require-
ments covered by the solar energy system, the heat pump, and the wood-burning stove.

The SolarAktivHausplus home near Heilbronn. The 15 
sq m (10.5 kW) of solar thermal panels are clearly vi-
sible in the lower left roof section, with 62 sq m (9.4 
kWp) of photovoltaic panels on the rest of the 
south-facing roof. An outdoor air-to-water heat 
pump stands to the right of the building.  
© KHB-Creativ Wohnbau/Marco Jens 
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The aim of the SolSys initiative sponso-
red by the Federal Ministry of Economics 
and Technology is to analyze and optimi-
ze the solar energy supply systems used 
in residential buildings (the majority of 
heating and electricity requirements in 
these buildings should be covered by so-
lar energy). As part of the project, detai-
led measurements and technical rea-
dings were taken in six SolarAktivHausplus 
buildings, two of which were supervised 
by experts at the Steinbeis Transfer Cen-
ter for Solar and Thermal Technology. “It 
was found that the heating requirements 
of the building can be almost entirely co-
vered by solar thermal energy for around 
six months of the year. In the winter 
months, the heat pump provides most of 
the heat required. But as this pump is 
mainly powered by electricity from the 
photovoltaic system, this also raises the 

total solar energy coverage,” says Harald 
Drück, summarizing the results.

A small wood-burning stove in the living 
room with a so-called water coil connec-
ted up to the room heating covers any 
remaining heating requirements. This 
stove can also be used by itself if the oc-
cupants simply want to enjoy a cozy eve-
ning by the fire, so it’s not just for heating 
requirements. The system was also fit-
ted with an electric heating rod as a 
backup, but this was never actually used. 
A detailed analysis of electricity con-
sumption showed similar results. For 
nine months of the year, the photovoltaic 
system can cover more than 50 percent 
of electricity requirements. For four of 
those months, solar electricity coverage 
was even as high as 70 to 80 percent. 
Even in the winter months, when there’s 
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a sharp dip in solar energy and the elect-
ricity needed by the heat pump to heat 
the building is at its highest, solar elect-
ricity coverage levels of between 15 and 
35 percent can be achieved.

“We carried out the net energy balance 
calculations by taking readings every 10 
minutes. Until now it’s been quite nor-
mal, albeit no longer the modern ap-
proach, to base net calculations on an-
nual readings, for example to define 
standards for the EnergieEffizienzHaus-
plus,” explains Dominik Bestenlehner, a 
scientist at the Steinbeis Transfer Cen-
ter. Taking more detailed readings to 
calculate the net energy balance is im-
portant, however, in order to reflect the 
fact that the electricity grid has no abili-
ty to store energy, so electricity fed into 
the system is used immediately. As a 

Net electrical cumulative energy for the SolarAktivHausesplus  near Heilbronn in 2017/2018. The dark green columns show the monthly output of the 
photovoltaic units; the light green columns show the amount of this electricity that is used by the building itself. The relation between self-used and 
generated electricity is expressed as a “PV self-use ratio” (blue line on the diagram). The solar electricity coverage (green line) reflects the amount 
of electricity required by the building that is covered by the photovoltaic system. Note: Electricity fed into the public grid is not considered or “credi-
ted” in this calculation, because this electricity is used directly by other consumers and is not stored by the grid.
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result, electricity that is fed into the grid 
as excess photovoltaic energy in the 
summer cannot be taken out of the grid 
again in the winter. Instead, to cover 
electricity requirements in the winter, 
fossil fuel power stations have to be 
used. Calculating net values based on 
annual values therefore produces signi-
ficantly lower equivalent carbon emis-
sion values than is actually the case.

SOLARAKTIVHAUSPLUS DELIVERS 
LARGE ENERGY SUPPLIES

Looking at energy coverage by indivi-
dual month is a good way to spot sea-
sonal variations. It is noticeable that 
the solar electricity coverage levels 
are lower in the summer months than 
solar thermal energy coverage. This is 
because the building has no ability to 
store electricity from the photovoltaic 
system, but the solar thermal energy 
unit is fitted with a hot water storage 
system. The relationship between so-
lar thermal energy coverage and solar 
electricity coverage reverses in the 
winter months, although this differen-
ce is not pronounced. Overall, solar 
energy coverage lies between the solar 
electricity coverage and the solar ther-
mal energy coverage. Looking at the 
numbers for the whole year, solar 

thermal energy coverage is around 50 
percent, solar electricity coverage is 
around 60 percent, and overall solar 
energy coverage is around 55 percent. 
These results show that the concept 
for the SolarAktivHausplus works excel-
lently and large amounts of energy can 
be self-produced by rigorously using 
solar supplies. This is particularly re-
markable given the fact that a building 
has no ability to store electricity.

The results of the SolSys research pro-
ject show that the SolarAktivHausplus 
buildings that were erected as sing-
le-family or apartment/multiple-family 
buildings are efficient and reliable, so 
they make an important contribution to 
achieving climate protection goals. 
Furthermore, it became clear that buil-
ding occupants can have a major influ-
ence on the efficiency of the overall 
system, and the same applies to ensu-
ring as much use as possible is made of 
sunlight in the winter. As a rule, a Solar- 
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AktivHausplus home is extremely com-
fortable to live in and the premium, 
sustainable building materials also 
make a contribution to healthy living.

There are already a whole host of ways 
to supply buildings with sustainable 
and efficient energy and thus make an 
important contribution to the transition 
to alternative energy sources. These 
and similar buildings also offer occu-
pants access to a highly secure supply 
of energy in the long term at a secure 
price. The most promising concepts at 
the moment are based on solar 
sources converted into thermal and 
photovoltaic energy, mainly by combi-
ning systems with other technologies 
such as heat pumps or biomass furna-
ces. Also, achieving the German fede-
ral government’s target of “zero car-
bon footprint buildings” by 2050 will 
only be possible by consistently intro-
ducing SolarAktivHausplus concepts to 
new and existing buildings.

Net cumulative solar energy coverage for the  
SolarAktivHausesplus near Heilbronn in 2017/2018. 
The calculation for solar thermal energy coverage 
looks on the one hand at the heating requirements  
of the building that are directly covered by solar ther-
mal energy and, on the other, the heating require-
ments that are covered indirectly by the photovoltaic 
system in combination with a heat pump. As well as 
looking at the electricity consumption of the heat 
pump, the calculation of solar electricity coverage  
also includes household electricity consumption.
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SUSTAINABILITY 
THROUGH SOCIAL  
RESPONSIBILITY
STEINBEIS EXPERTS DEVELOP CORPORATE SOCIAL  
RESPONSIBILITY CONCEPT 

In business terms, the main benefit sustainability offers to a company is that it 
provides a long-term business model based on a viable commercial foundation. 
For some years now, as well as talking about economic factors, business has ad-
ded considerations relating to social sustainability and environmental compatibili-
ty – brought together by the term corporate social responsibility. The United Nati-
ons (UN) have established an even broader framework for this with its Global 
Compact initiative, spanning ten principles ranging from human rights to labour, 
environment and anti-corruption. The consulting firm zeb has been working with 
zeb/business.school, a Steinbeis Transfer Institute, to rise to this challenge and 
has been honored with a gold rating by the rating agency EcoVadis.
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The United Nations’ “Global Compact” is 
the world’s biggest and most important 
network for corporate social responsi-
bility (CSR). zeb.rolfes.schierenbeck.
associates gmbh, a pan-European stra-
tegy and management consulting firm 
specialized in financial services, joined 
the initiative in 2015, which also entailed 
agreeing to integrate the UN Global 
Compact in the firm’s business strategy, 
its corporate culture, and everyday wor-
king practices. For the last three years, 
zeb has been working continuously with 
professors and students at Steinbeis 
University on implementing the goals of 
the Global Compact within the company 
and thus living up to its social responsi-
bilities.

A CONCEPT FOR IMPLEMENTING 
THE UN PRINCIPLES

The UN Global Compact initiative defi-
nes a number of core principles. Com-
panies are expected to support respect 
for and protection of international hu-
man rights and ensure that they them-
selves do not become complicit in hu-
man rights violations. They should 
uphold freedom of association and re-
spect effective recognition of the right 
to collective bargaining. They should 
also advocate the eradication of all 
forms of forced labor, the abolition of 
child labor, and the elimination of di-
scrimination with respect to recruit-
ment and employment. Companies 
should support precautionary measu-
res when it comes to environmental is-
sues and pursue initiatives aimed at 
promoting a greater understanding of 
the shared responsibility for the envi-
ronment. They should also promote the 
development and sharing of environ-
mentally friendly technology. Last but 
not least, they should help combat all 
forms of corruption.

In partnership with the Steinbeis Trans-
fer Institute zeb/business.school, zeb 

has now developed a concept for effec-
tively implementing these guidelines 
within the company. Their concept in-
volves identifying four topics, each un-
derpinned by three areas of action:

   Society and the general public: vo-
cational training services, academic 
training services, voluntary services

   Market and public professionals: et-
hics and values, transparency, inde-
pendent assessment

   Employees: excellent employers, in-
dividual careers, diversity

   Environment: sustainable procure-
ment, sustainable travel solutions, 
efficient energy consumption

Based on these factors, individual mea-
sures were developed, tried out, and lin-
ked to specific objectives. For example, 

zeb has expanded its range of vocational 
education offerings under its “Society” 
heading and improved the support it gi-
ves to apprentices. One specific target 
zeb has set itself is that 80% of apprenti-
ces should be among the top 20% com-
pleting their year of training. Academic 
education is provided with the support of 
Steinbeis University. Employees at zeb 
are being offered the chance to do a 
part-time master’s and bachelor’s de-
gree or complete a PhD program. They 
also have the opportunity to participate 
in scientific studies and research pro-
jects. Staff at zeb can work for a day as a 
volunteer (for example, renovating a kin-
dergarten) and participate in a project 
called My Finance Coach, which allows 
them to offer expert advice on financial 
questions in school lessons. The aim is 
to organize at least 50 events each year.

zeb/business.school, a Steinbeis Transfer Institute, and zeb are offering up-
and-coming scientists the opportunity to present their research to a scientific 
advisory board as part of an international science conference. The board will 
comprise professors from a panoply of European educational establish-
ments. The event is particularly targeted at PhD students. The conference will 
take place on December 4, 2019 at the zeb offices in Frankfurt. Attendees are 
also invited to a get-together the evening before the event to get to know other 
participants.

The key areas being looked at during the conference are current research 
into digital transformation in the financial services industry and sustainable 
finance. Presentations can be on a doctoral thesis, scientific essays, working 
papers, or other research work. Presentations must be held in English. Spea-
kers will have 15 minutes to present their topic followed by 15 minutes for the 
conference participants and board of professors to ask questions and make 
comments.

A scientific advisory body will be responsible for selecting applicants for the 
seminar. Applications can be submitted via email by writing to joachim.hase-
brook@stw.de or bhanke@zeb.de.

CALL FOR PAPERS 
SUSTAINABLE FINANCING AND DIGITAL TRANSFORMA-
TION IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY 
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zeb’s “Employees” and “Environment” to-
pics revolve primarily around staff initia-
tives such as sabbaticals, a “time for you” 
credit scheme, family services, programs 
or events aimed at supporting women, 
sustainable buying practices (e.g. fair 
trade organic coffee), environmentally 
friendly travel options, and sustainable 
supplies for buildings (construction pas-
sive cooling instead instead of air-condi-
tioning).

In the “Market and Public Professionals” 
area, ethical principles are looked at ba-
sed on clear rules. Aside from rules al-
ready laid down under the UN Global 
Compact, these include a focus on the 
German sustainability code in keeping 
with CSR guideline implementation legis-
lation, corresponding technical stan-
dards for professional and safe techno-
logy use, and transparency and 
anti-corruption guidelines. A new code of 
conduct has also been developed for all 
employees, for whom it is binding.

INDEPENDENT AUDITS BY ECOVADIS

EcoVadis is a collaboration platform ori-
ginally from France. It now counts among 
its members a variety of firms and trade 
associations across Europe, and its role 
is to provide independent audits and eva-
luations of sustainability and transpa-
rency. The aspects it assesses include 
environmental factors, working conditi-
ons, fair business practices, and sustai-
nable procurement. Scores are compa-

red to all previous evaluations and 
gauged by all companies working in the 
same sector of industry. The concepts 
and measures developed by zeb and the 
zeb/business.school Steinbeis Transfer 
Institute were ranked “outstanding” by 
EcoVadis, as was their successful im-
plementation over the past three years. 
They were ranked among the top 19% 
for “environment,” among the top 27% 
for “working conditions” and “sustaina-
ble procurement,” and among the top 
6% for “fair and transparent business 
practices.” This places zeb among the 
top 6% of all companies audited to date, 
earning it a Gold EcoVadis rating at the 
end of 2018.

The experiences made until now should 
be useful in maintaining the outstan-
ding levels of achievement and building 
on them. They should also be transfer-
red to scientific work: The zeb/busi-
ness.school Steinbeis Transfer Institute 
and zeb business consulting are issuing 
an invitation to an international scienti-
fic symposium on sustainable financing 
and digital transformation, due to take 
place in Frankfurt on December 4, 2019.
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Throughout the land, there is increasing 
discomfort that Germany is falling be-
hind in the fields of research and techno-
logy. The long rounds of discussion re-
garding the “education pact” and the 
poor quality of cell phone networks show 
that there is a need to take action. But 
there’s little use standing in front of one 
wailing wall while pointing a finger at an-
other. Mutual accusations don’t solve an-
ybody’s problems. Of course the public 
sector needs to do its homework in some 
areas, but until it does, the top perfor-
mers in business and science must not 
be allowed to sit back and do nothing.

We need to look beyond the end of our 
noses. For a number of years, the ventu-
re capital fund ZFHN has been working 
in close collaboration with startups and 
VC companies in the United States, Isra-
el, and China. What do companies and 
governments do differently there? What 
works better? And what can we in Ger-
many do to learn from others?

WE NEED TO GET FASTER

The Chinese are much quicker than the 
Germans at making a success out of new 

POOLING STRENGTHS AND  
BUILDING ON THEM!
IN THE LATEST “STEINBEIS SWIPE” ARTICLE, THOMAS R. VILLINGER CALLS 
FOR MORE URGENCY WHEN IT COMES TO RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

products and getting them onto the mar-
ket. “The fast ones eat the slow ones” – 
especially in times of Industry 4.0, auto-
mation, and artificial intelligence (AI). To a 
certain extent, we should get a move on in 
Germany and start thinking “speed first, 
then thoroughness.” We could also push 
developments without having to be 100% 
sure that products are really going to last 
50 years. Product cycles are getting 
shorter, leaps in technology are getting 
bigger, and customers are quick to lose 
interest. This is not meant to be a call for 
sloppiness and more production faults, 
but there are so many products that could 
be developed with the help of customers 
yet still made market-ready quickly.

Another thing we can learn from the 
success of many Chinese firms is “mobi-
le first.” Major parts of the everyday va-
lue chain in China are now taken care of 
with smartphones. These little helpers 
in our pockets can be used for shopping, 
reservations, banking, and lots of other 
everyday tasks. Desktop PCs and lap-
tops are becoming a thing of the past. 
This is another area where there is still 
“plenty of room for improvement” in Ger-
many, so we need to do more to push the 
right business models.

A key feature of new companies in Israel 
is their almost childish curiosity: People 
always seem to want to get to the bottom 
of things: Do we really have to accept this 
problem, or isn’t there another way of 
doing things? This innovative anarchy 
drives progress and does so at great 
speed. Furthermore, the Israelis have 
learned from “being cut off” and make 
do with the resources that are available 
to them. They would rather improvise 
than wait for a new, expensive machine. 
It’s almost like their motto is “impossibi-
lity is an irrelevance.” This accelerates 
the speed at which new technologies are 
developed. There’s even an idiosyncratic 
word for this Israeli mentality, which is 
even used in business: chutzpah. Chutz-
pah means audacity, a certain shrew-
dness, agility, and willingness to take 
risks. And that could certainly provide us 
with a role model.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS: MORE 
EDUCATION

They particularly value education in Is-
rael, especially in math, IT, science, and 
engineering. Access to mathematics and 
science in early childhood lays a founda-
tion for a solid understanding of modern 
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virtues” under the carpet. The right way 
forward will be to pull together the best 
of both worlds. This will be possible by 
getting new companies from China and 
Israel to work alongside established 
firms from Germany. One recent exam-
ple of this is the AI startup INSPEKTO 
from Israel, which ZFHN invested in 
more than a year ago. The company is 
now working in close collaboration with 
manufacturing companies in southern 
Germany. ZFHN would like to become 
involved in more such partnerships.

technology. This is one area in which Is-
rael is most definitely on the right track 
by providing people with a renewable 
“raw material” in the long term: educa-
tion. Giving our schools modern tablets 
and WiFi, paid from the new pot of money 
provided by the German digital pact, is 
surely a good start – but here, too, we 
must keep up the momentum.

By pointing to the advantages of young 
companies in China and Israel, I’m not 
trying to sweep those famous “German 

Thomas R. Villinger has more than 25 years’ experience in venture capital. Before co-founding and beco-
ming the CEO of ZFHN in 2006, he held a variety of national and domestic positions. His focus lay in mergers 
and acquisitions, venture capital, and the procurement of private equity for expanding companies in Europe, 
the Gulf States, and the United States.

Thomas R. Villinger is a supervisory board member of a variety of early-stage equity holdings and is a 
sought-after expert in the financing of tech startups. Most recently, he lent his support (as founder and di-
rector) to the setting up of Innovationsfabrik Heilbronn GmbH, an important business incubation center. For 
years, Thomas R. Villinger has been personally involved in international tech startups himself, primarily as 
an active investor.

CEO
zfhn Zukunftsfonds Heilbronn 
GmbH & Co. KG (Heilbronn)
 
www.zf-hn.de 

THOMAS R. VILLINGER  
tv@zf-hn.de
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DEEPTECH4GOOD: START-UPS  
COMING TO THE FORE
STEINBEIS 2I REMAINS IMPORTANT PARTNER OF EUROPEAN UNION  
ACCELERATOR PROGRAM

It’s all in a name. Deep tech start-up is 
the new term for a start-up founded on 
the basis of a breakthrough technology 
or science. The start-up’s product or 
service often revolves around a disrup-
tive innovation. The development cyc-
les they are involved in are often lon-
ger and more capital-intensive than 
with the products found in other sec-
tors of industry. The European Union 

© istockphoto.com/Niccolo_C

has spotted this and is now funding a 
European accelerator programme cal-
led DeepTech4Good. The initiative is 
part of Horizon 2020, the European 
Union Research Framework Program-
me, and the aim is to help start-ups 
raise their market profile and become 
a driving force in the Internet of Things 
(IoT) market. Five European start-up 
events will be organized under the 

programme, each resulting in the se-
lection of eight start-ups to receive 
coaching on growing their business 
from the project partners of Deep-
Tech4Good. The first finalists have al-
ready been chosen at the first two 
events called DeepTech4Good#Paris and 
DeepTech4Good#Stuttgart. DeepTech-
4Good#Stuttgart was organized by the 
project partners, S2i and Photonics BW.
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aDeepTech4Good is being coordinated 
by Cluster Systematic. Under the initi-
ative, eight partners from Germany, 
France, Austria, and Spain will receive 
approximately €1.5 million from the 
EU and will be charged with acting as 
official EU ambassadors for the Start-
up Europe initiative. Based on a vision 
that deep tech is good for society, the 
program focuses closely on four IoT 
sectors: Smart Cities, Smart Mobility 
(modern travel solutions), Industry 
4.0, and Health & Well-being. In total, 
200 high-potential start-ups from four 
European hubs will be helped to forge 
networks with relevant stakeholders 
with the aim of initiating innovation 
projects. This should make it easier 
for them to access funding and gain 
further support in raising their profile. 
One of the overarching aims of the 
programme is to network and connect 
up hubs within Europe.

EIGHT START-UPS RECEIVE AWARDS 
AT THE PITCH IN STUTTGART

The DeepTech4Good#Stuttgart event 
in late 2018 was an opportunity for 23 
young European enterprises to make a 
5-minute pitch and inspire investors 
with their ideas. Eight winners were 
chosen after winning over the jury:  
Adlatus Robotics, AScon Systems, HD 
Vision Systems, INERATEC, skinmade, 
and vialytics (all from Germany), Mobi-
lity Work from France, and EET from 

© istockphoto.com/Niccolo_C

Project manager Transport, Logistics 
and Electromobility
Steinbeis 2i GmbH (Stuttgart)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/2017 
www.steinbeis-europa.de 
www.deeptechforgood.eu 
www.facebook.com/DeepTech4Good 
https://twitter.com/DeepTech4Good 
www.linkedin.com/in/deep-
tech-4good-126140158
http://startupeuropeclub.eu

SAMANTHA MICHAUX     
samantha.michaux@stw.de

Austria. The winners are now eligible 
to receive personal coaching and may 
progress to the accelerator program-
me. Gaining access to a Europe-wide 
network and receiving input from ex-
perts will help the start-ups scale up 
their business and provide welcome 
support with innovation initiatives – 
ideal prerequisites for evolving into fu-
ture deep tech unicorns in Europe.

THE ROLE OF BADEN-WUERTTEM-
BERG AS A START-UP HUB

“Deep tech start-ups will increase in 
significance for Baden-Wuerttemberg 
in the coming years. It’s particularly 
important to recognize and promote 
the scale-up potential. Events like 
DeepTech4Good#Stuttgart make a 
crucial contribution in this respect. 
With powerful sponsors like bwcon, 
Start-up BW, Agorize, VentureZphere, 
the Stuttgart stock exchange, and the 
StartupEurope initiative organized by 
the European Commission, the event 
provides an ideal network and it’s 
sponsors like these that will secure 
Baden-Wuerttemberg’s position as a 
future hub for start-ups,” says Dr. Pet-
ra Püchner, Commissioner for Europe 
of the Minister of Economic Affairs, La-
bour, and Housing Baden-Wuerttem-
berg, summarizing the exceptional im-
portance of the event. “This support 
already starts on the doorstep at our 
events. For example, the start-ups re-

ceive specific training on the best way 
to sell themselves and different ways 
to network and embark on a collabora-
tion with partners from industry,” adds 
Samantha Michaux, who as a project 
manager and Startup Europe Ambas-
sador at S2i is responsible for supervi-
sing the project.
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A MANAGEMENT CULTURE  
LIKELY TO LAST
STEINBEIS EXPERTS MODERATE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

These days, market survival as a tech-
nology leader requires tremendous 
technical know-how and professionally 
organized processes. This mostly goes 
without saying. But a company also 
needs managers who stay in control 
not only as each challenge intensifies 
but also as they face increasingly high 
demands. An organization needs to de-
velop as part of an ongoing process and 
a company must not lose sight of per-
sonnel development. This may entail 
difficult meetings and solving certain 
conflicts, but at the end of the day ma-
nagers must also not forget about 
themselves. These are the sort of issu-
es Stein Automation helps its mana-
gers with. To do this, they brought the 
Steinbeis expert Ute Villing on board, 
and with her a wealth of experience at 
Business School Alb-Schwarzwald, the 
Steinbeis Transfer Institute.

Stein Automation is a specialist in smart 
transportation systems and has world-
wide operations spanning the automoti-
ve industry, medical technology, white 
goods, and even home electronics. The 
firm employs approximately 50 people 
and is based in the Baden-Wuerttem-
berg twin town of Villingen-Schwennin-
gen. Its focus lies in conveyance sys-
tems for workpiece support solutions, 
which are typically found in assembly 
areas in production. Products such as 
the Thermomix brand, automotive sen-
sors, and engines are produced on lines 
made by Stein.

The family that owns Stein has always 
found it important to base management 
of the business on certain values and 
they feel they have a responsibility to 
employees and clients, and well as the 
local community. This philosophy is ref-
lected in their sponsorship of a whole 

host of projects in the area. The compa-
ny also provides non-monetary support 
through its involvement in social causes.

FOSTERING LEADERS AND SPECIA-
LISTS, AND CREATING LOYALTY

Managing Director Jürgen Noailles 
places a great deal of emphasis on 
long-term relationships based on part-
nership, not only with customers and 
suppliers, but also with staff. Interper-
sonal communication is particularly 
important in today’s fast-moving times 
and there are occasions when it dicta-
tes success or failure. Most managers 
and specialists at the medium-sized 
company have been working there for 
years, so the firm wants to support its 
staff so they enjoy working at the com-
pany and feel contented. Stein Automa-
tion would also like to appeal to future 
skilled workers, especially given the 

A fundamental balancing act: 
The Value and Development Square  
provides useful help in identifying  
solutions during conflict situations
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competition, which includes a large 
number of hidden champions in this 
highly industrialized area.

Jürgen Noailles, managing director of 
Stein automation and an alumnus of 
Steinbeis University with a bachelor 
degree from the Business School 
Alb-Schwarzwald himself, turned to 
Steinbeis expert Ute Villing for sup-
port. Villing joined the firm’s HR and 
organizational development project 
and designed a series of workshops 
with managers. Together, they discus-
sed the management culture and HR 
development measures that would 
make sense at an expanding company. 

“In a world shaped by permanent 
change, you don’t need an inflexible 
list of rules; you need senior manage-
ment and managers who are in a posi-
tion to adapt to evolving challenges, in 
terms of technology just as much as 
how you deal with people,” says Ute 
Villing, outlining the overall idea of the 
training project.

The team of Stein managers worked 
with Villing on a systematic approach 
toward personnel development revol-
ving around the business strategy, 
which is to maintain and build on global 
market leadership in conveyance sys-
tems and logistics. Broken down into 

key goals, this equates to high quality, 
long-term growth, customer focus, an 
ability to deliver reliably on time, a pas-
sion for the company’s own products, 
and a passion for customer satisfaction.

A WORKING ATMOSPHERE REFLECTING 
FUTURE PROSPECTS

Managers also have to recognize the ta-
lent of their colleagues, allow them to 
work in the right positions, and promote 
their technical expertise and interperso-
nal skills accordingly. They should spot 
the causes of conflict early, be able to 
de-escalate it, and know how to run mee-
tings constructively. Noailles summarizes 

AN ATMOSPHERE IN WHICH 
PEOPLE FEEL WELL DESPITE THE HIGH 
REQUIREMENTS.

»

The team of Stein Automation GmbH & Co. KG. The medium-sized company is a specialist for intelligent transport systems.
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THE RIEMANN-THOMANN MODEL 

Everyone “ticks” differently. In everyday situations it helps to understand 
how others tick, since this reduces the potential conflict of dealing with one 
another. The Riemann-Thomann model describes people’s needs and li-
mitations, the things they strive for, the things that hold them back or make 
them feel under pressure, and the motives or fears that underlie their ac-
tions. It also helps to support others with specific aspects relating to per-
sonal development and forming effective teams.

THE SCHULZ VON THUN COMMUNICATION SQUARE

How do misunderstandings happen? How can it be that I say one thing 
but it’s understood differently by the receiver? Which unspoken mes-
sages are perhaps just as important as what is said? The Communica-
tion Square is the best-known model developed by the communication 
psychologist Schulz von Thun. It offers an effective tool for revealing 
unspoken messages.

DISCUSSION GUIDELINES FOR DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS

Going into a meeting well prepared with a clear and systematic approach 
in mind makes it easier to stay in control and manage complex situations 
involving two-way communication, even if initially they seem daunting. 
An effective way to do this is to prepare a discussion guide – a kind of 
roadmap, which, once internalized, can be used at any time even in the 
most diverse kinds of meeting situations.

THE VALUE AND DEVELOPMENT SQUARE

Time and again, we witness extreme reactions from people or extreme 
situations. Our task as a coach or manager is to spot when things might 
escalate and restore an appropriate sense of equilibrium. The Value 
and Development Square helps to turn an either/or situation into not-
only-but-also. It also helps solve dilemmas and encourage people to 
move forward.

his goals: “In a nutshell, atmosphere 
should develop in which – despite the 
demands placed on them every day – 
people feel comfortable, enjoy coming 
to work, and feel there are good pro-
spects for the future!”

Villing provided the know-how requi-
red for this in a series of workshops 
and seminars. These involved different 
techniques and analytical tools based 
on management psychology – for 
example, a compass for understanding 
different personalities (the Rie-
mann-Thomann model), the Value and 
Development Square, which is a com-
munication model developed by Schulz 
von Thun, plus a discussion guide for 
difficult meetings. Workshops were ar-
ranged to allow any insights gained to 
be applied systematically to the ever-
yday situations faced by managers, 
with a focus on sustainability. Aiming 
to “lead through partnership” and ap-
ply the new psychological insights to 
everyday work also helps managers to 
react calmly and flexibly to the typical 
kinds of challenges encountered in 
management.

Executive Director
Stein Automation GmbH & Co. KG  
(Villingen-Schwenningen)

www.stein-automation.de 

Steinbeis Transfer Institute  
Business School Alb-Schwarzwald  
(Berlin/Gosheim)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/774 
www.bs-as.de 

JÜRGEN NOAILLES 
noailles@stein-automation.de

UTE VILLING 
ute.villing@stw.de
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MEET ME AT MEDIWA: SHAPING  
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN THE 

WORLD OF MEDIA
A LOOK BACK AT THE 2018 NETWORK EVENT

Digital transformation is now affecting all areas of the working world as well as 
society, pushing change in all directions. It brings with itself numerous new tasks 
and roles. Reason enough for four Steinbeis experts to initiate a networking event 
called Media in the Digital Transformation Process – Shaping Change! Together 
with the partners working on the event – Digital Media Women (DMW) from Stutt-
gart, and Women in Film and Television Germany (WIFT) –, they pulled together an 
exciting program of events on November 29, 2018. Around a hundred people came 
to the event to take part in workshops, exchange ideas and know-how, and esta-
blish contacts in the Steinbeis House of Management and Technology in Stuttgart.

about transformation is that women’s 
skills and their way of looking at things 
are often neglected – not only in how they 
shape the media but also in how they use 
media,” highlights Beate Wittkopp, di-
rector of the Steinbeis Transfer Center 
TransferWorks BW, who was part of the 
team who planned the event.

WORKSHOP INSPIRATIONS AS A  
BASIS FOR EXCHANGING IDEAS

The event got underway with an entertai-
ning and interesting talk by Christine Re-
gitz, Vice President and Member of the 

Supervisory Board at SAP and a Stein-
beis Trustee. Regitz provided a number of 
insights into modern working practices 
at SAP, where digital technology has had 
a major impact on all areas and the work 
environment has changed dramatically 
in recent years. Six workshops followed 
where experts shared ideas and inspira-
tion as a basis for some intense rounds of 
discussion and sharing.

The workshop run by Kristin Maier-Mül-
ler (G. MAIER Electrical Engineering/
Electrical Guild of Reutlingen) was titled 
Tackling Change: Digital Worlds of Work 
and Analog Corporate Culture. The 
workshop focused on her experiences 
in business, showing concrete exam-
ples. Maier-Müller provided an impres-
sive illustration of how a company’s 
identity and culture lay foundations, not 
only for collaboration but also for a wil-
lingness to bring about change. A fur-
ther opinion was offered by Dr. Birgit 
Buschmann, representing the depart-
ment of Business and Equal Opportuni-

Teams from the Steinbeis Network work 
in all areas of technological transforma-
tion, as well as research and innovation. 
This includes looking at impacts on the 
world of work and employees. The media 
play a central role here, a factor that was 
examined in more detail at the event. The 
aim was not so much to discuss which 
new media now exist, nor the vocational 
possibilities they present. Instead, the 
emphasis laid on the roles opened up by 
new working environments, the challen-
ges this presents, and in particular how 
to overcome these challenges by looking 
at things in a different way. “The thing 
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ty at the Baden-Wuerttemberg Ministry 
of Economic Affairs, Labor, and Hou-
sing. Buschmann outlined the state’s 
strategies and activities aimed at sup-
porting companies. These include focu-
sing on opportunity in order to encoura-
ge more women to see change as a way 
to shape the future.

In a workshop on New Media and New 
Diversity in PR and Social Media, Birgit 
Nüchter examined the challenges ma-
nagers face in trying to actively help 
shape change. As the director of the 
Steinbeis Consulting Center for Lea-
dership Competence, Nüchter shared 
her personal expertise not only during 
the actual workshop, but also before-
hand when planning the event. During 
the workshop, she was supported by 
Simone Wieland (DMW, BHSG/Conti-
nental), who shared her practical ex-
perience as a social media manager 
and showed which trends and emer-
ging technology to follow and take heed 
of. The study groups engaged in an en-
thusiastic discussion and a lively ex-
change of experiences on current issu-
es, the opportunities they present, and 
potential threats.

The workshop on Gaming and Game 
Thinking offered guests an opportunity 
to share their ideas and think up diffe-
rent video game concepts with experts 
from the business and gaming industry. 
To help with this, Misti Frantzen (Meister 
Cody) and Liliya Ivanova (KI Group) were 
on hand. “Our workshop created enthu-
siasm among the participants for the 
overlaps between systems, design thin-
king, agile methods, the lean user expe-
rience, and game design – and this sti-
mulated discussion on the potential and 
pitfalls of gaming and business. At the 
same time, it made lots of people curi-
ous about new and creative ideas!” con-
cludes Nathalie da Silva, who, as the 
project manager for Innovation Manage-
ment and an expert in gendered innova-
tion at Steinbeis 2i, was also part of the 
concept development team and mode-
rated the workshop.

The focus of the workshop on Augmen-
ted Reality and Animation laid on the 
broad field of video animation. For this 
workshop, Stefanie Larson, head of the 
Animation Media business cluster for 
the region of Stuttgart, joined forces 
with Regina Welker, creative director 
and a director at Woodblock.tv and a 

director of the film production compa-
ny EAGLE EYE. Together, they provided 
a glimpse behind the scenes of the 
working world of animation, also il-
lustrating how omnipresent animation 
now is in our everyday lives and how 
much the industry is now changing. 
Her conclusion: The field is expanding, 
roles and responsibilities are beco-
ming more specific, and the borders of 
reality are becoming fuzzier.

One workshop stimulated a lively di-
scussion on a serious and fundamental 
topic: Digital Transformation as a Chal-
lenge to Ethics – Privacy and Responsi-
bility. Dr. Uta Müller and Laura Schelenz, 
experts at the International Center for 
Ethics in the Sciences and Humanities 
(IZEW) at the University of Tübingen, 
started with background information 
and an overview view of international and 
intercultural scenarios. The subsequent 
discussion showed that the issue of edu-
cation in dealing with digital media is tre-
mendously important. The anonymity of 
the internet must not result in funda-
mental rules of communication being 
simply swept aside, such that people are 
widely inapt to stop humiliation, insults, 
and defamation. Considering the diffe-
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rent concerns regarding the world of di-
gital technology – but also its potential – 
it became evident that further debate is 
needed in order to clarify aspects such 
as responsibility. “Society needs to spe-
ak up to understand and help shape 
change, which is a shared task beyond 
the context of Germany. This is where 
the social sector can provide important 
impetus,” says Gerburg Joos-Braun, di-
rector of the Steinbeis Consulting Center 
for IT Service Management working as a 
consultant in this area who also helped 
organize the networking event.

Kerstin Heiligenstetter (She’s Merce-
des, Daimler), representing the auto-
motive and travel industry, and Nicole 
Ackermann (WIFT), representing the 
film industry, looked at The Diversity of 
Role Models. Despite progress in some 
areas, there is still much work to be 
done in both industries to offer a con-
temporary and suitable platform to 
women – but something is happening! 
She’s Mercedes offers events and nu-
merous channels to provide a network 
for successful women to exchange 
ideas, develop new concepts, and find 
new contacts. At the same time, they 
can address their needs regarding tra-

vel solutions. There are more and mo-
re women in the film industry working 
as directors, camera operators, and 
heroines in front of and behind the ca-
mera, and this creates new role mo-
dels and provides inspiration to others.

After discussing experiences in the 
workshops and the challenges of diffe-
rent fields of work and aspects of hu-
man culture within the digital and me-
dia industry –, and after noticing how 
the abundance of ideas inspired everyo-
ne at the event – the get-together moved 
on to the second key part of the event: 
networking, especially between people 
from different backgrounds and fields. 
A variety of new contacts were made as 
people exchanged their personal expe-
riences – thus laying a foundation for 
new partnerships!

INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT MORE? 
THE EVENT AS AN E-BOOK

If you’re interested in finding out more 
about the event, an e-book for brow-
sing through different topics online will 
shortly be available at www.steinbeis.
de/mediwa.

Project manager  
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Steinbeis 2i GmbH (Stuttgart)
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FINDING DEFECTS 
ACOUSTICALLY
A STEINBEIS TEST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM CAN DETECT WELDING  
DEFECTS USING ACOUSTIC EMISSION ANALYSIS

Welding is applied as a production tech-
nique in many areas of industry. The 
advantages offered by the method are 
often tarnished, however, by one major 
disadvantage: Quality testing is com-
plex, because welding defects are so 
difficult to detect. This even applies to 
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), a 
process in widespread use in industry 
and a method that enjoys particular 
popularity because of the quality of the 
weld seam. This type of welding is typi-
cally used when speed is not as im-
portant as quality requirements – for 
example when making pipelines, or 
equipment for power stations or the 
chemicals industry. Conducting quality 
checks on weld seams can be expensi-
ve when they are carried out after pro-
duction, so to find a way to avoid high 
outlays the Steinbeis Innovation Cen-
ter for Intelligent Functional Materials, 
Welding and Joining Techniques, Im-
plementation (Dresden) has been wor-
king with the welding macfhine produ-
cer Merkle as part of a sponsored 
research project. Together, the experts 
have developed a testing measure-
ment system capable of preventing 
weld defects in the first place by carry-
ing out quality inspections during the 
actual welding process.

Monitoring welding processes is not only 
advantageous when it comes to avoiding 
welding defects. It also improves the qua-
lity of seams, raises productivity, reduces 
production costs, and enhances automa-
tion levels. At the same time, monitoring 
is an important instrument of professio-

nal quality management – a crucial activi-
ty in most sectors of industry.

KEY PROBLEM:  
CORRECTING ERRORS IS EXPENSIVE

Until now, checking for welding defects 
has been based on the DIN standard 
ISO 5817. This standard is applied to 
determine whether it will be possible 
or even necessary to correct a defect 
after the welding process. Making such 
decisions has been an extremely ex-
pensive part of quality inspections until 
now. There are a number of non-de-
structive and destructive testing opti-
ons for conducting checks. The 
non-destructive methods range from 
straightforward visual inspections to 
dye penetrant inspection, magnetic 
particle examination, X-ray testing, ul-
trasonic testing, and eddy current tes-
ting. The destructive examination pro-
cedures include metallographic tests, 
strength testing, and notch impact 
bending tests.

KEY SOLUTION:  
AVOID ERRORS DURING THE  
PRODUCTION PROCESS!

All of these testing methods have so-
mething in common: They are conduc-
ted downstream after production, so 
they do not actually prevent errors, 
they (at best) rectify them and this is 
extremely costly. This is where the re-
search alliance comes in between the 
Dresdner-based Steinbeis Innovation 
Center Intelligent Functional Materi-

als, Welding and Joining Techniques, 
Implementation and its partner in in-
dustry, Merkle Schweißanlagen-Tech-
nik GmbH. The test measurement sys-
tem they have developed controls and 
monitors the welding process in line, 
thus avoiding potential welding defects 
and safeguarding the required seam 
quality and welding properties. Their 
innovative system detects welding er-
rors by spotting correlations between 
acoustic emissions and process phe-
nomena.

“We’ve developed a measurement con-
cept with our project partner Merkle 
and a prototype for a test measurement 
system. This has made it possible for us 
to detect and assess seam weld defects 
like pores, incomplete joint penetration, 
internal shrinkage, cracks, and other 
faults affected by the process parame-
ters and the materials used,” explains 
Associate Professor Dr.-Ing. habil. Kha-
led Alaluss, who is co-director of the 
Steinbeis Innovation Center alongside 
Dr. Lars Kulke and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunnar 
Bürkner. The measurement modules 
on the prototype provide process data 
on the defined seam lengths and volu-
mes in more detail than was previously 
possible. This has now made it possible 
for the project team to examine and 
analyze different factors affecting the 
welding process.

PUTTING THE SYSTEM TO USE

The measurements provided the team 
with important confirmation that the 
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new system makes it possible to detect 
welding seams using non-contact mea-
surement methods and match the re-
sulting signatures to detected weld de-
fects. The airborne sound detector – a 
microphone – works from 0.005 to 200 
kHz and the structure-borne sensor 
from 0.1 to 500 kHz. The current state of 
technology will only work to a maximum 
of 20 kHz. Irrespective of sensor positi-
ons, the welding experts now have a 
method for detecting sound signals du-
ring processes with measurement 
times of up to 30 seconds per measure-
ment. Airborne and structure-borne 
sound detectors can be mounted in any 
kind of position on welding equipment 
and welding samples. This makes it 
possible to determine and identify wel-
ding defects with greater accuracy and 
sensitivity.

Now that the project has been comple-
ted it is becoming obvious just how 
much value the new test measurement 
system is delivering. The system can al-
ready evaluate airborne and structu-
re-borne sound signals during the wel-
ding process, making it much easier to 
detect, analyze, and assess existing 
welding defects. This has resulted in a 
new measurement process for use in 
inline welding process monitoring, one 
that has also been evaluated in terms of 
process technology. The project team 
has built on the modular system to co-
me up with an innovative control tech-
nology for the GTAW process, and this 
allows the process to be monitored for 
possible welding defects. Extensive ex-

amination of welding technology has 
shown that the desired functionality of 
the prototype has clearly been achie-
ved, also thanks to the control module 
for detecting weld defects using airbor-
ne and structure-borne noise sensors. 
Detecting and identifying welding de-
fects using the detected acoustic emis-
sions worked without any problems 
with gas tungsten arc welding. The mo-
nitoring system is also capable of using 
detected acoustic emissions to deter-
mine the specific nature and location of 
welding defects. The developed error 
prevention strategies were used after-
wards to determine and show the im-
pact that certain process parameters 
(welding current, welding speed, filler 
metal, shielding gas flow, surface text-
ure, contamination, grease, swarf, etc.) 
have on welding defects and quality.

Once a correlation was worked out bet-
ween acoustic emissions and process 
parameters, the team also developed the 
control strategies that will be required, in 
a format that will be suitable for the mar-
ket, and this was also evaluated in terms 
of process technology. How suitable the 
monitoring system prototype is in actual 
practice was then tested by Merkle by 
putting the solution through its paces. The 
company used the system successfully 
with its own control module on a GTAW 
machine. It had no problems detecting 
weld defects by looking at the correlations 
between acoustic emissions and process 
phenomena.

The developed test measurement system  
and hardware – a control module for acoustic  
detection of welding defects 
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AN EXCELLENT NOTION OF EROSION
STEINBEIS EXPERTS DEVELOP MEASUREMENT-BASED PROCESS FOR  
GRINDING PROFILES USING SPARK EROSION

Merging different components into a 
single part offers a number of import-
ant benefits. Not only does it make it 
easier to organize production, there are 
fewer or perhaps no longer any surfa-
ces requiring joining and this can signi-
ficantly improve functional perfor-
mance. The ideal candidates for 
producing precise parts without cutting 
or machining are tried-and-tested ma-
nufacturing processes such as invest-
ment casting, die casting, fine casting, 
fine forging, and sintering. To increase 
the degree of molding, semi-hot pro-
cesses can be used followed by cold ca-
libration to improve accuracy.

THE CHALLENGES OF FINISHING

Despite these manufacturing options, 
depending on accuracy requirements it 
is inevitable that some degree of 
post-process machining or subtractive 
finishing will still be required. One big 
problem comes with hard-to-reach 
areas and undercuts, which make it im-
possible to machine the active surfaces 
of a multifunctional part at will due to 
processing parameters. In such cases, 
the favored option is to use conventional 
drilling, turning, milling, or grinding, 
but often this is also not possible due to 
workpiece complexity.

No matter how complex technical units, machines, or devices are, they always share the same core function: They convert 
physical processes into hands-on items that can be used. To do this, they have surfaces with active properties and kinematic 
effects – so what could be more natural than to make components as efficient as possible and give them multi-functional 
features that are also economical. This can be made possible by combining several active surfaces within a single workpie-
ce, typically produced in a non-cutting high-precision process. Prof. Karl Schekulin of the Reutlingen-based Steinbeis 
Transfer Center for Process Development has now developed a profile grinding technique based on measurement-control-
led spark erosion.
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THE SOLUTION: SPARK EROSION 
GRINDING

This was the underlying motivation for 
Karl Schekulin to start working on a so-
lution to this problem and develop a pro-
cess called measurement-controlled 
spark erosion form grinding. His pro-
cess involves using a three- or five-axis 
spark erosion machine, with one axis 
programmed to act as the main axis for 
oscillating the electrode. Explaining the 
technology, Schekulin says, “Actually 
the erosion process is quite simple: You 
specify the grinding depth, for example 
based on a certain target measurement, 
and the electrode senses the starting 
point and keeps taking readings until it 
determines the required machining re-
sult.” If reworking is required to com-

STEINBEIS IN GRIEF FOR ONE OF 
ITS PIONEERS 
OBITUARY: PROFESSOR KARL SINN 

Steinbeis mourns the death of Professor 
Karl Sinn, who passed away on January 4 
at the age of 88. Karl Sinn was the founder 
and long-standing director of what is now 
the Steinbeis Transfer Center for Techno-
logy Consultancy at Heilbronn University. 

He counts as a pioneer in the implementa-
tion of the Steinbeis model. Sinn first laun-
ched an industrial technology center in 
1970, at Heilbronn School of Engineering 
(now Heilbronn University). In 1971, the 
center was integrated into the Steinbeis 
Foundation as a technology consultancy 
service. For 25 years, Sinn was extremely 
successful in spearheading the work of to-

day’s Steinbeis Transfer Center for Tech-
nology Consultancy at Heilbronn Universi-
ty, which he handed over to his successor 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Boelke in 1995.
 
Karl Sinn was a trained foundry technician. 
His professional career was closely intert-
wined with the expansion of Heilbronn Uni-
versity: As head of the department of pro-
duction engineering and subsequently 
prorector, he played a central role in ongo-
ing developments at the university and was 
highly regarded for his leadership. His  
expertise also played an important part in 
his role as chairman of the University and  
Science Association (VHW).

pensate for electrode wear, this can be 
carried out automatically.

Compared to CNC machining, the 
spark erosion process is extremely 
slow. This can, however, be compensa-
ted for by arranging workpieces and 
electrodes in multiples, thus making it 
possible to use the procedure econo-
mically in mass production. To test 
whether the new process could be sui-
table for production, Schekulin con-
verted a commercially available spark 
erosion machine and equipped it with 
additional moving axes. His machine is 
currently undergoing testing at the 
Steinbeis Transfer Center for Process 
Development in Reutlingen with the 
aim of determining process parame-
ters for industrial application.

Our deepest sympathy goes to Karl Sinn’s relatives and the bereaved. 

Prof. Dr. Michael Auer | Manfred Mattulat 
Steinbeis Foundation Board of Directors 
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BRINGING FAMILY AND A CAREER 
UNDER ONE ROOF!
MASTER’S THESIS BY LOUISA MADU OF STEINBEIS UNIVERSITY POINTS TO THE 
BENEFITS OF FEMALE EMPOWERMENT

In a society that believes in equal op-
portunity, everyone should be open ab-
out the paths they would like to tread. 
Women should be in a position to deci-
de for themselves if they want to go 
back to work after having a baby or not. 
Similarly, men should be allowed to de-
cide – without judgment – if they want 
to take on the task of running a family. 
In a society that has moved beyond con-
ventions imposed on us through expec-
tations, men should not hesitate to be-
come kindergarten teachers if they 
want to; women should not hesitate to 
become engineers. These are all things 
that Louisa Madu advocates. She is 
conducting a project for her master’s 
degree at Steinbeis University. Her to-
pic of interest: female empowerment. 
Madu has been examining how women 
can be supported with their manage-
ment aspirations as they work their 
way up to the top.

An increasing number of women aspire 
to study subjects or pursue professi-
ons in areas that until relatively re-
cently were considered “typical male” 
– and vice versa. In Germany, nearly 30 
percent of students in the so-called 
MINT topics – math, IT, (natural) sci-
ence, and technology (engineering) – 
are now female. This development can 
be considered a first step in the right 
direction. There are numerous exam-
ples in politics and business of women 
successfully spearheading organizati-
ons – women who have achieved what 
they aspired to. Nonetheless, family li-
fe often has to be put on the back bur-
ner for women with high career ambiti-
ons. This is because there are no other 
options within the social framework in 
Germany. An example: According to 
the Tagesspiegel newspaper, there is a 
shortage of 2,500 kindergarten places 
in Berlin alone.

SOCIETY NEEDS TO CHANGE –  
WORKING MODELS NEED TO CHANGE

“Even today, there’s still general accep-
tance that a woman can consider herself 
lucky if she can focus exclusively on child 
care and household duties after the birth 
of a child. And then a working mother is 
looked at skeptically if she’s putting her 
own interests before those of the child,” 
criticizes Madu, a mother of a young girl 
herself. Madu is concerned by the fact 
that it seems to go without saying that 
women count as a human resource in 
business, but there appears to be a ge-
neral lack of understanding regarding 
the need to change family models. For 

society to become more child- and fami-
ly-friendly, a shift is needed such that 
fathers are put in a position to reduce 
professional commitments – without 
worrying. Men who would like to be more 
closely involved in running a family 
should not be discriminated against in 
their careers. Instead, they should actu-
ally be supported in their efforts. Madu 
believes that one way to improve the cur-
rent situation would be to offer flexible 
working hours and reduce workloads – 
without this affecting people’s career 
chances. There is also a need to offer a 
flexible model which values family and 
careers equally. “On top of that, women 
also need to work on themselves. The-
re’s nothing stopping them feeling a bit 
more confident about themselves, lear-
ning to be more assertive at work, or 
making their own needs clear. They 
should do more to support each other, 
because if women aren’t in an ideal posi-
tion to understand the situation facing 
others, who is?” asks Madu, also chal-
lenging her female counterparts. To 
boost each other’s confidence, women 
should share their experiences with ot-
hers. Women should give each other tips 
and set up networks, and mentors are 
needed to provide recommendations. 
Ultimately, this is about being more cou-
rageous and believing in oneself. And 
this is exactly the angle Madu comes 
from in her degree project.

As a student on the General Manage-
ment degree program, which is run by 
the Graduate School (itself part of the 
Leadership & Management faculty at 
Steinbeis University), Madu is receiving 

© istockphoto.com/SIphotography
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scientific support on her project from 
experts at the School of International 
Business and Entrepreneurship (SI-
BE). Her master’s thesis is on the topic 
of Female Empowerment. This invol-
ves looking at different treatment of 
women and men when it comes to work 
and family commitments. From Madu’s 
point of view, there are a number of 
ways that improvements could be 
made on a political level.

PLATFORM FOR SHARING  
EXPERIENCES

The master’s student would like to set 
up a forum, primarily targeted at wo-
men with management ambitions who 
would like to exchange views on a varie-
ty of topics. She is examining the skills, 
(ongoing) training, networks, and other 
factors that are important to women ai-
ming for or already fulfilling a role in 
management. Her analysis also looks 
closely at the strategies that women 
can pursue in achieving their career 
goals. This primarily involves assessing 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivational fac-
tors, as well as requirements when it 
comes to succeeding in a management 
position. Madu is also identifying and 
analyzing the communication patterns 
of women. For example, which online 
communication platforms do they use 
– especially women striving for a posi-
tion in management.

Her results until now have shown that 
women are not only impeded by external 
setups in achieving their goals, there are 
also a number of social influences dating 
back to early childhood and these have a 
decisive impact on their current attitude 
toward careers. Madu has a number of 
insights and suggested improvements 
when it comes to the actions that politici-
ans, companies, men, and women could 
take to improve the situation. These in-
clude investing more in education for fa-
milies and schools on the possible con-

sequences of stereotyping social roles, 
promoting young female talents in in-
dustries dominated by men, and raising 
salaries and investments in the social 
sector. She also finds it important to pro-
vide an infrastructure of improved chil-
dren’s care facilities and offer flexible 
working hours. More must be done to 
raise awareness of such flexible working 
models and the role they play in shaping 
women’s careers. These models make it 
possible for people to develop their own 
skills, advance in a career, bring everyt-
hing under one roof with a family, and 
thus share responsibility for a family. 
This can be of particular interest for wo-
men with high career aspirations who 
still do not want to miss out on starting a 
family.

QUALIFICATIONS RATHER THAN 
QUOTAS

Women are just as qualified to pursue 
a career in senior management as 
their male colleagues, and wanting to 
start a family should not be tantamount 
to closing a door, demands Madu, ve-
hemently. “Unfortunately, making the 
senior management of German com-
panies more female hasn’t worked in 
the past without political pressure. The 
proportion of women on the superviso-
ry boards of German listed companies 
after the introduction of the gender 
quota rose from 27.4 percent in 2016 to 
30.1 percent in 2017. It’s questionable 
as to whether you can call that a suc-
cess, because this rise wouldn’t have 
happened if there hadn’t been the 
threat of sanctions – so it’s not a rise 
because more women are qualified, 
it’s more of a forced increase in order 
to meet a quota,” she says, clearly on a 
critical note. There is nonetheless one 
highly positive development: Some 
companies exceed statutory require-
ments by a long shot. This indicates 
that they have recognized the potential 
of female managers and promoted 

women based on their capabilities. 
And there’s one thing Louisa is absolu-
tely convinced about: More women  
in senior management will lead to  
more opportunities for other women  
to follow suit.

Master student
Steinbeis University (Berlin)

Steinbeis School of International 
Business and Entrepreneurship 
(Herrenberg)

www.steinbeis.de/en/su/1249 
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guenter.willmerding@stw.de

SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSION IN  
THE MAKING!
AFTER 30 YEARS, GÜNTER WILLMERDING IS CLOSING DOWN HIS STEINBEIS 
CENTER AFTER SUCCESSFULLY HANDING THE BATON TO JAKOB HÄCKH 

The move to the new Steinbeis premi-
ses in Langenau (in the district of 
Alb-Danube) marks a successful tran-
sition to the next generation of center 
management as Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günter 
Willmerding hands on to Jakob Häckh. 
Every reason to look back (and for-
ward) during a celebratory event and 
honor the achievements of Günter 
Willmerding with a Steinbeis award.

In 1988, Günter Willmerding founded a 
Steinbeis Transfer Center called New 
Technologies in Traffic Engineering. To 
retain the know-how gathered at the 
center in the long term, his successor 
Jakob Häckh also founded a Steinbeis 
Transfer Center as a collaborative 
startup in 2010. His center is called 
Traffic Engineering.Simulation.Soft-
ware. The aim was to establish a long-
term succession process and syste-
matically transfer all know-how and 
resources from Willmerding’s center 
to the new enterprise set up by Häckh.

This process has now come to a suc-
cessful conclusion, also reflected by a 
Steinbeis Foundation Transfer Award – 
the Löhn Award – won in 2018 by Häckh 
and his colleagues alongside a team of 
experts at Daimler. After more than 30 
successful years running his enterpri-
se, Willmerding is now closing down 
his Steinbeis Transfer Center for New 
Technologies in Traffic Engineering. 
Despite this, he will continue to work 
on behalf of the Steinbeis Transfer 
Center for Traffic Engineering.Simula-
tion.Software. His focus will lie in ser-
vice life calculation, also on a scientific 
level, looking in more detail at the 

theory behind service life and advance-
ments. Another area close to his heart 
is the series of winLIFE seminars, 
which he will continue to spearhead. 
This will ensure that for customers, 
the transition is more or less seam-
less. In essence, nothing should 
change for clients. All projects previ-
ously worked on by the transfer center 
will now be taken on by Häckh and his 
colleagues.

The reshuffle was celebrated in style 
on January 26. Guests at the event in-
cluded current and former employees, 
PhD students, Prof. Dr. Michael Auer 

(Chairman of the Steinbeis Foundation 
Board), and Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Jo-
hann Löhn (former Chairman of the 
Steinbeis Foundation Board). Löhn and 
Auer presented the award to Günter 
Willmerding together. His center won 
the Steinbeis Foundation Transfer 
Award with the company Voith back in 
2004. The award is bestowed in recog-
nition of outstanding services to Stein-
beis, for particularly successful pro-
jects, for a person’s special character 
or underlying attitude, or even for ac-
ting as a role model.

Prof. Dr. Michael Auer (left) and Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. Johann Löhn (right) honor  
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Günter Willmerding with the Steinbeis Award 
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HESSIAN CLOTH WAS YESTERDAY:  
SUSTAINABLE FASHION AND  
FAIR PRODUCTION
STEINBEIS COACH HELPS STUTTGART BUSINESS FOUNDER TO SET UP HER OWN COMPANY

The crowd is not some sort of anonymous body of users in the internet. It has to be 
uncovered in the immediate surroundings of campaign initiators. As a result, one of 
the most important tasks when preparing for a campaign is crowd-building. Another 
fundamental component of a campaign is communication planning. This captures 
which channels will be used to communicate through. Communication can be online 
or offline, through the social media, a company’s website or newsletter, the press, li-
near or non-linear (on demand) TV, or radio. A key principle is that less is more, since 
communication channels have to be fed with the right news at the right frequency. 
And it can be especially time-consuming generating your own content.

The time needed to prepare for a campaign generally depends on the crowd available, 
how much explanation a product or service requires, and the level of funding a startup 
is hoping to attract. The smaller the potential crowd, and the more explaining a solution 
needs, and the higher the envisaged amount of funding – the more energy will be nee-
ded and the longer the preparation time. Ideally, preparations should take six months.

2018 turned out to be the year of crowdfunding for many Stuttgart business founders and 
startups. In the summer, two startups – smoope and ello – successfully grabbed the 
attention of crowd investors. Buric also stood by them as a Steinbeis consultant. Both 
companies ran an amazing campaign which won over a large number of investors. 
smoope offers messaging-based communication infrastructures for companies and its 
campaign. It successfully convinced 501 investors to stump up €550,000. ello is an elec-
tric walking frame produced by the startup eMovements. Its campaign captured the 
imagination of 474 investors resulting in funding of €500,000.

CROWDFUNDING

Introducing a new lingerie label from Stuttgart: Coco Malou – women’s underwear with an interesting difference. Produced 
according to fair trade principles in Europe, this lingerie is made from innovative wood fibers with an emphasis on feminine 
design. For every lingerie set sold, the startup will plant a tree in Zambia in Africa. Coco Malou was set up in November 2018 
following a successful crowdfunding campaign through the online platform Startnext. It has now entered production. The new 
firm received hands-on support during the startup phase from the Steinbeis coaches Mario Buric and Doris Deichselberger.
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Too “green,” too plain, not the right con-
tours – Corinna Borucki spent years 
looking for fair trade lingerie that also 
looked good. But she searched in vain. 
So now she’s producing her dream lin-
gerie herself under a label called Coco 
Malou. “The fashion industry is not just 
one of the muckiest in the world in terms 
of pollution, unfortunately it’s also ex-
tremely unfair,” says Borucki. Sustaina-
bility has been a heartfelt issue for the 
young entrepreneur for a long time. Bo-
rucki is committed to fair working con-
ditions and wherever possible uses en-
vironmentally friendly, skin-friendly 
materials – first and foremost Tencel, 
which is made from wood. Tencel is a fi-
ber extracted from wood and converted 
into a silky soft textile in a special circu-
lar production process. The textile can 
be processed using much lower volu-
mes of water compared to other basic 
materials. It also performs excellently 
when it comes to wearing comfort. The 
fibers have antibacterial properties be-
cause they are good at absorbing and 
releasing moisture, which significantly 
inhibits the formation of bacteria. 

Because Tencel is extracted from wood, 
for every set of lingerie it sells, Coco Ma-
lou gives a tree back to nature. Coco Ma-
lou works with an organization called 
WeForest to reduce its carbon footprint, 
support reforestation projects, fund jobs 
in Zambia, and create new habitats for 
wildlife. The startup is being backed by 
the Social Impact Lab in Stuttgart, which 
has been providing advice on the project 
and access to co-working facilities.

Support was provided by Doris Deich-
selberger, director of the Steinbeis Con-
sulting Center for Change Management 
and Business Coaching. Deichselberger 
offered a wealth of experience in pur-
chasing and online textile retailing to 
the innovative project. She advised Bo-
rucki on the buying strategy and range 
policy. “To make sure you’re in the best 
possible position to deliver and keep 
customers satisfied, and at the same ti-
me optimize stocks, the best approach 

is to make sure you don’t use up all your 
resources at the beginning. This leaves 
you in a position to react quickly to indi-
vidual customer needs,” explains 
Deichselberger. “Sustainability is an 
important topic that’s being asked ab-
out more and more by end customers.”

Mario Buric, a coach at Business Start-
up (the Steinbeis Consulting Center), 
also helped set up the new business. He 
has been working with crowdfunding as 
a source of alternative financing since 
2011, has set up his own online plat-
form, has attracted a variety of leading 
events to Stuttgart, and he’s part of the 
“crowdfunding family” in Germany. He 
also advised Corinna Borucki as she 
prepared for her crowdfunding cam-
paign. It didn’t take long to decide to fo-
cus first on the German platform Start-
next, which is primarily targeted at 
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. 
With a track record spanning 6,600 suc-
cessful projects, over a million sup-
porters, and more than €60 million in 
funds through the crowd, it was a cle-
ar-cut decision. To prepare for the cam-
paign, Buric and Borucki turned the 
spotlight on the important topics: The 
target group, the campaign plan, thank-
yous, and a communication plan. In No-
vember 2018, Coco Malou finally laun-
ched a crowdfunding campaign and 
within weeks it had already raised two 
thirds of its finances. In the meantime, 
the campaign has been successfully 
completed. Production got underway in 
early 2019 with a brand launch planned 
for May. Coco Malou also has its own 
online shop and sells through selected 
fair fashion stores. The idea is to offer 
women fair, sustainable, and fashion- 
able clothing.

To line up the best opportunities for 
startups to attract funding, a number of 
factors need to be considered. The pro-
cess begins with working out how much 
capital will be required, considering the 
possible sources of capital, and drafting 
a workable funding concept. It’s import-
ant to find good advice, particularly when 
it comes to crowdfunding. This is where 
the Exi startup voucher program sponso-
red by the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg 
comes in. Under the program, up to eight 
hours of free advice are available in the 
form of short consultation sessions. The-
se are followed by fast-track consultation 
sessions, for which the business founder 
makes a contribution of €160 per day of 
consulting. This allows entrepreneurs to 
benefit from the problem-solving skills of 
all Steinbeis consultants. Most crow-
dfunding campaigns are organized 
through specialist websites in the inter-
net. For crowdfunding to work properly 
and the project to succeed, the usual ap-
proach is to define a minimum required 
value of funding before the campaign and 
the date by which it is required. It would 
be wrong to think that crowdfunding 
competes with other financing options. If 
anything, it’s a sensible complement to 
other approaches. “Launching the crow-
dfunding campaign was pretty emotional 
and time-consuming, because you have 
to prepare so much – from shooting a vi-
deo to writing texts and organizing a 
shoot,” concludes Borucki, “but it was 
worth it. I managed to start the new year 
with successful funding!”

Director
Steinbeis Consulting Center Change  
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EXPERTS.KNOWLEDGE.SHARING.
NEW RELEASES FROM STEINBEIS-EDITION

Sharing our know-how with you.
Steinbeis-Edition, the publishing arm of the Steinbeis Foundation, regularly pu-
blishes works reflecting the scope of the Steinbeis Network’s expertise. Spanning 
a broad spectrum of topics, these publications include individual papers, series, 
magazines, conference proceedings, and works linked to specialist events. All tit-
les can easily be ordered via our online shop at: www.steinbeis-edition.de.

YVONNE HÜBNER
edition@steinbeis.de 

Steinbeis-Edition (Stuttgart)
www.steinbeis-edition.de

 facebook.com/SteinbeisEdition

twitter.com/steinbeis_ste

MEDIATION – QUARTER I EDITION, 2019 
Generations: How Our Inheritance Dictates Our Being 
GERNOT BARTH, BERNHARD BÖHM (ed.)

Our society is multilayered, individual, and heterogeneous. Aside from gender differences, people are often 
differentiated from one another based on age. People to whom this happens at a similar time belong to the 
same generation. It is common to find that people who belong to one and the same generation have similar 
ideologies, desires, and visions. However, the overall population is composed of people from many different 
age groups. Nevertheless, the challenge for everyone is to work together and resolve conflicts as a commu-
nity in order to shape society as positively as possible. 
The Quarter I/2019 edition of the specialist magazine Mediation looks at “Generations,” examining what 
people actually mean when they refer to Generation X, Y, and Z, the role elder mediation can play in solving 
societal problems, and what defines responsible people management in a (working) world dictated by digital 
technology. 

MEDIATION – QUARTER II EDITION, 2019
The Power of Money
GERNOT BARTH, BERNHARD BÖHM (ed)

Money plays a major role in modern society. As an internationally accepted bartering tool, it is a basic 
prerequisite for every kind of business interaction and shapes the very existence of individuals, enterpri-
ses, and entire nations. Yet money affects the life of people in totally different ways. For some, it is the 
root of all evil. For others, it is a source of great joy. One reason for this is that the gulf between rich and 
poor has never been wider, and there is little sign that this will change. 
The Quarter II/2019 edition of the specialist magazine Mediation looks at “The Power of Money,” exami-
ning how money came to exist in the first place, why money should be put aside for subsequent conflict 
resolution when building a house, and the extent to which money affects human behavior. 
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THE 14TH SYMPOSIUM ON BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
The Status Quo – Opportunities and Challenges
ANDREAS SEUFERT, PETER LEHMANN, KLAUS FREYBURGER, THOMAS BECKER (ed.)

Business Intelligence (BI) is increasingly developing into a critically important component of futu-
re-oriented strategic management. As a result, the Institute of Business Intelligence (IBI) conducts 
an annual stocktaking exercise by posing important questions in direct dialog with users, manufac-
turers, and university representatives. The IBI offers this symposium as a platform for sharing 
experiences. 
The central topic of the event in 2018 was “Digital Transformation – Competitive Advantage Through 
Business Intelligence, AI, and Advanced Analytics.” The proceedings contained in this publication 
provide a summary of the presentation charts used by speakers at the symposium.

2019 | soft cover, b&w 
156 pages, German/
English 

€19.90 [Germany]

ISBN 978-3-95663-202-0

TRANSPARENCY AND TRUST
How information sharing in annual reports influences trust among institutional donors. 
BEATRICE MEYER

Charitable non-profit organizations are often partly funded by donations. Competition for donations 
has become more intense. In Switzerland, institutional donors make charitable donations of approxi-
mately 0.7 billion Swiss franks every year. Their decision-making is typically driven by rational consi-
derations. Rational decisions are based on information; aside from donation requests, the annual 
report is a key source of information.
The author therefore investigates whether and how sharing information in an annual report has an 
impact on the extent to which an institutional donor trusts the organization it is supporting. She also 
examines whether trust has a positive impact on a donor’s willingness to donate. Drawing on recent 
research, she uses this to derive certain hypotheses. These are then modeled by using partial least 
squares regression (PLS regression). The information used for this modeling was gathered in a sur-
vey of institutional donors. The author’s hypotheses are largely confirmed. Drawing on the insights 
gained from her work, the author derives recommended actions for writers of annual reports.

2019 | soft cover, b&w 
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€39.90 [Germany]
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2019 | soft cover, b&w 
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A QUALIFICATION FRAMEWORK  
FOR ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS IN ENGINEERING AND  
MANAGEMENT (ICADEM), ASSOCIATION OF GERMAN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS (VWI) (ed.)

The specialist qualification framework for business engineering is used as a guideline and quality assuran-
ce instrument. The framework establishes the minimum standards that must be fulfilled by industrial engi-
neering degrees at universities in German-speaking countries, and its aim is to provide orientation when 
developing and modifying curricula. Defining detailed minimum standards for weighting degree content is 
important in order to make clear distinctions between other degree concepts, based on the need to ensure 
that a degree in interdisciplinary business engineering and management comes with a “seal of quality” – 
confirmation that opens the door to excellent career opportunities for all graduates.
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PREVIEW 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Our Steinbeis events for specialists are an opportunity for experts from the fields of science, academia, 
and business to discuss current issues relating to business competence, engineering, and consulting. 
Want to make sure you don’t miss a future event? Simply add your details to our online distribution list:
  STEINBEIS.DE/ONLINEVERTEILER

STEINBEIS ENGINEERING DAY 
May 8, 2019 | Sparkassenakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg, Stuttgart 

MAX SYRBE SYMPOSIUM
June 25, 2019 | Stuttgart Literaturhaus 

STEINBEIS DAY
September 27, 2019 | Stuttgart Hospitalhof 

STEINBEIS COMPETENCE DAY 
December 5, 2019

For further information, go to WWW.STEINBEIS.DE/VERANSTALTUNGEN.

EDITION 02|2019
Feature topic: Industry X.0 
Planned publication date: late September 2019 

The 4.0 phenomenon that originated in manufac-
turing has spread out into a variety of sectors of 
industry and is now affecting the manual trades, 
retailing, local authorities, healthcare, the energy 
industry, and other sectors. Topics that transcend 
all sectors such as working practices, training, 
and knowledge transfer are a core ingredient of 
the changes being fueled by digital technology. 
Not only are the principles the same, this trend is 
breaking down traditional barriers and causing 
hitherto separate areas to converge. It is this in-
terplay and convergence that is reflected in the 
term Industry 4.0. But it’s a development that is 
continuing and now becoming “Industry X.0”. In 
the next issue of TRANSFER, you can find out what 
is behind this phenomenon, as well as the challen-
ges and opportunities it is creating for companies. 
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